


Dear Colleagues and Friends, 

I would like to personally welcome each of you to Glendale, AZ and the CCURI Regional 
Conference and Poster Session. The student poster sessions are our signature events where our 
undergraduate researchers have the opportunity to share their work with the CCURI community. 
CCURI’s mission is to support the development, implementation, and evaluation of 
undergraduate research programs at our Nation’s community colleges. As many of you already 
know, CCURI is in its third of four years of funding under NSF’s Improving Undergraduate 
STEM Education (IUSE) program. To date, the National Science Foundation has invested more 
than $5.95M in the CCURI program and its network of community colleges.  

In 2017-2018, a total of 5,645 students participated in undergraduate research with support of 
CCURI at our partner and affiliate institutions. Each year, CCURI sponsors two regional student 
poster sessions to provide students with an opportunity to showcase their work to the CCURI 
network. Previous events were held in Philadelphia, Phoenix, Washington, D.C., Charlotte, and 
Portland. This year, we are honored to be holding our event in the great city of Glendale, AZ 
with Glendale Community College as our gracious host.     

CCURI believes that the research experience is the most effective way to promote deep learning 
and advance critical thinking skills, and with close to 50% of our Nation’s undergraduates 
currently pursuing their education at a community college, the CCURI mission is a critical 
component of this commitment.  We hope that you will enjoy exploring the amazing talent on 
display at this Regional Conference. 

Again, welcome to Glendale, AZ and the CCURI conference. I am glad that you are here, and I 
look forward to your participation. 

Sincerely, 

James A. Hewlett 
Executive Director 
CCURI 



KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
KIRK COSTION, ANTHROPOLOGY FACULTY - MESA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 29 
9:30-10:45AM 
RENAISSANCE HOTEL 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO INVESTIGATING EMERGING HUARACANE
CHIEFLY POWER AND CROSS-CULTURAL INTERACTIONS IN THE MOQUEGUA VALLEY
OF SOUTHERN PERU 

Kirk Costion is an anthropology 
residential faculty member in the 
Cultural Science Department at 
Mesa Community College.  He 
has been conducting 
archaeological research in the 
Moquegua Valley of Southern 
Peru since 2002, focusing on the 
social organization of the local 
small scale agriculturalists 
known as the Huaracane and how 
they responded to the 
colonization of their territory by 
the Wari and Tiwanaku states 
during the early Middle Horizon 
(ca A.D. 550 - 800). 
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UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH AT THE OCEAN RESEARCH COLLEGE ACADEMY 
Ardi Kveven 
Everett Community College, Everett, WA 
Location: Cascade G, 11:00am 

Connecting students to the places they live has been a cornerstone of the curriculum at the Ocean 
Research College Academy (ORCA) since inception 15 years ago. By engaging students in a 
locally based research project in the Salish Sea, ORCA has graduated over 400 students that have 
direct, hands-on experiences in the Snohomish River Estuary. This program has been awarded 
three grants from the National Science Foundation, and is a collaborative partner with CCURI. 
Through incorporating active learning strategies such as undergraduate research, students have 
engaged deeply in the biogeochemical processes of a salt wedge estuary. Over the course of an 
entire year, students collect oceanographic metrics and utilize their emerging mathematical and 
communication skills to analyze and interpret the longitudinal data set that includes temperature, 
salinity, dissolved oxygen, pH, chlorophyll concentration, turbidity, nutrient levels, fecal 
coliform levels and plankton presence and abundance. Additional monitoring of seabird and 
marine mammal abundance and distribution round out the expansive data set. As students 
grapple with real data that they collected, their understanding of the nature of science improves. 
These data represent value to not only the ORCA community, but other collaborators as well. 
Students present their work at conferences such as the Salish Sea Ecosystem Conference and the 
annual Possession Sound Student Showcase and Talks. 

CROSS-COURSE COLLABORATION TO FOSTER A STEM COMMUNITY: TINY EARTH 
Cleo E. Rolle, Ph.D., Kristen Swider, MS 
Capital Community College, Hartford, CT 
Location: Cascade G, 11:30am 

Understanding the critical importance of teaching the 21st-Century skill of collaboration, we 
sought to broaden participation in course-based undergraduate research (CURE) by having 
General Biology I and Microbiology students work together on a research project. Students 
participated in the Tiny Earth Network Studies (CURE), which includes a network of national 
and international student researchers searching for soil-derived bacteria that produce 
antimicrobials. In General Biology I, the research project is largely student-driven, rather than 
teacher-driven because the students select an appropriate site for soil collection, then quantify the 
bacterial loads in their soil samples, and isolate single colonies for further testing. Isolates that 
demonstrated antimicrobial activities against Gram positive and/or Gram negative bacterial 
strains were passed on to the Microbiology lab for morphological and biochemical 
characterization. Instead of the standard Unknown laboratory experiment that Microbiology 
students typically complete at the end of the semester, our students characterized the isolates 
from the General Biology I students. To ensure that the data can be tracked, we established a 
common numbering system across the courses and students shared their findings using a Google 
document. This ensures that all of the students can track their isolates as they are characterized. 
To date, we have only tested this in one section of General Biology I and Microbiology. We 
hope to access the learning gains and self-efficacy of students involved in this pilot, and 
hopefully continue this collaborative research project in the future. 
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COURSE-BASED RESEARCH EXPERIENCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
SUCCESS: LESSONS LEARNED AT COLUMBIA STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Elvira R. Eivazova 
Columbia State Community College, Columbia, TN 
Location: Cascade G, 1:00pm 

Columbia State Community College has six campus locations that serve a predominantly rural 
nine-county area in southern Middle Tennessee. One year ago, we introduced a new one credit 
elective course, Introduction to Biology Research, funded by the “Course-based Research 
Experiences for Student Success” (CRESS) TBR grant.  
This hands-on, enquiry-based lab course allowed us to carry out research activities and tailor 
them to the needs of our students.  In our pilot year, we learned that CRESS works equally well 
for male and female students, underrepresented minorities, various GPA levels and different 
types of educational backgrounds. We found that CRESS represents a great opportunity for 
students to effectively learn science in a non-traditional setting.  It makes research experience 
classes more engaging, stimulating and less “intimidating,” particularly when it comes to non-
science majors.  The overall appreciation of the scientific process among the students-
participants increased and their level of engagement increased as well.  For biology majors, the 
research experience at a community college creates a unique “early start” opportunity for 
learning scientific methodology via independent project-based activities. Our course-based 
research experience program is educationally advantageous, regardless of student career 
aspirations, academic, ethnic, gender or socioeconomic profiles. It is a scalable approach for 
improving science education for a wide range of student demographics. 

MORE THAN A METHOD: A CENTRAL LOGIC FRAMEWORK IS INHERENT TO 
SCIENCE 
Dr. Lori Maramante 
Delaware Technical Community College 
Location: Cascade G, 1:30pm 

Multiple science education researchers have presented findings indicating that the “scientific 
method” typically presented in school science does not depict what real scientists do (Abd-El-
Khalick et al., 2008, Niaz & Maza, 2011, and Wong & Hodson, 2008).  Shifting focus from what 
the practitioners of science “do” to how the discipline of science builds knowledge through the 
collective action of its practitioners allows one to see an inherent logic framework, which is 
central to the discipline of science.  The Science Logic Framework illustrates the different roles 
deductive, inductive, and abductive reasoning.  Primary level investigations use either deductive 
(experimental) methods or inductive research study methods. The investigations that make up 
this first tier form the ever-expanding base of the logic framework. A second tier of scientific 
investigation, exemplified by reviews and meta-analyses, uses inductive reasoning to synthesize 
findings from multiple primary level investigations to come to higher ordered conceptual 
findings.  Competing hypotheses can play out in this messy middle. A third tier of analysis 
involves synthesis of studies from the secondary level of analysis. Analysis at this tier can give 
rise to theories with broad explanatory power.  This central science logic framework allows 
science to develop knowledge using the complementary strengths of deduction and induction. 
Many of the key characteristics of scientific knowledge flow directly from this logic model, such 
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as the tentative yet durable nature of scientific knowledge, the important but limited role of 
reproducibility, the predictive and iterative nature of science and the value placed on skepticism 
and parsimonious explanations. 

SEMINOLE STATE COLLEGE CURE EXPERIENCE: FROM THE CLASSROOM TO 
COLLABORATION 
Maya P. Byfield Ph.D. 
Seminole State College of Florida 
Location: Cascade G, 2:00pm 

One of the important goals for vision and change in undergraduate biology education is 
integrating research experiences to engage students as active participants in their undergraduate 
years.  It is believed that if students are taught inductively in their first 2 years, it could induce 
many of them to seek research experiences later in their academic careers.  Unlike 
undergraduates at many universities, most community college students do not have the 
opportunity to participate in research experiences, nor do they have ready access to a research 
environment.  The mission of Seminole State College of Florida (SSC) is to serve the community 
by providing a learning-centered, high-quality educational institution that anticipates and meets 
the needs of the community by providing a comprehensive range of programs and services.    
Part of this effort includes connecting our students to the high growth arena of science, 
technology, engineering and math (STEM).  This connection comes through collaboration 
amongst their professors with scientific leaders of the day.  Leveraging such partnerships is 
critical to community colleges, which often do not have the time and resources to invest in 
research activities, thus driving the need to share knowledge and resources with well-established, 
research-focused institutions.  To do this, we initiated an effort to promote engagement in 
research topics and faculty development.  First, collaboration between one faculty member at 
SSC and a Principal Investigator at the Sanford-Burnham Institute was developed. This involved 
SSC faculty attending laboratory meetings during the school semester and a 6 week summer 
research rotation.  This collaboration resulted in the creation of several internships at the Institute 
for students in the newly developed STEM research class.  Second, to increase student 
engagement, the biology department developed a research focused colloquium series.  Each fall 
semester we host 2-3 colloquia, attended by approximately 50-100 students, where scientific 
professionals and research students presented on topics involving scientific research, followed by 
a question and answer period. This helped to build education-industry-research connections, 
providing our students with an understanding of career opportunities available for life scientists, 
in turn facilitating increased student motivation.  Previous colloquia had focused on health-
related topics – although attendance was high, the subject matter provided a challenge in terms of 
our ability to more clearly identify those students who were specifically interested in research 
rather than health and medicine careers.  By offering colloquia with a research focus, we were 
able to further identify students who had a special interest in research fields as opposed to health 
careers.  Through survey, student interest in research fields increased from 44% to 56% after 
attending a research focused colloquium.  Also, enrollment records documented a substantial 
increase in college-level students registering for the STEM research course, which was 
previously dominated by dual enrollment students.  Thus, through collaboration with research-
focused institutions, cultivation of a colloquium series, and the establishment of a STEM 



research course, we have found a way of targeting interested students to streamline them into 
competitive learning and career opportunities for the future. 



STUDENT PRESENTATION INDEX 

Arizona 
Author(s): A. Bowser, H. Vega, K. Hilliard, E. Ramirez, T. Gavin, Y. Fouchal, M. Soto, K. Durham, F. 
Emanuele 
Institution: Cochise College 
Display area: 1, 9:30am 
Page number: 12 

Author(s): Bernice Fellows1, 3, William Martelly2, 3, Shalini Sharma3 
Institution: 1Glendale Community College, 2Arizona State University, 3University of Arizona College of 
Medicine 
Display area: 1, 2:45pm 
Oral presentation: Room B-201, 1:30pm 
Page number: 5, 31 

Author(s): Lauren Loreto 
Institution: Cochise College 
Display area: 2, 9:30am 
Page number: 12 

Author(s): Stacy E. Scholz Ng, Chad M. Albert, Benita L. Barnes, George T. Noutsios, Sabrina R. 
Mueller-Spitz, James M. Tuohy, Todd R. Sandrin 
Institution: Glendale Community College 
Display area: 3, 9:30am 
Page number: 13 

California 
Author(s): Andrew Bowen 
Institution: Reedley College 
Display area: 4, 9:30am 
Oral presentation: Room B-201, 1:50pm 
Page number: 6, 14 

Author(s): Zackary Cox 
Institution: Reedley College 
Display area: 5, 9:30am 
Page number: 14 

Author(s): Heather Crumley 
Institution: Reedley College 
Oral presentation: Room B-201, 2:10pm 
Page number: 9 



Author(s): Pedro Cruz Lopez 
Institution: Reedley College 
Display area: 6, 9:30am 
Page number: 15 

Author(s): Stephanie Duarte 
Institution: Reedley College 
Display area: 7, 9:30am 
Page number: 15 

Author(s): Christopher Hipolito, Jaime Ramirez 
Institution: Los Medanos College 
Display area: 2, 2:45pm 
Page number: 31 

Author(s): Zachary Lowe 
Institution: Los Medanos College 
Display area: 3, 2:45pm 
Page number: 32 

Author(s): Daja Miller, Vanessa Viveros, Alexis Brinson, Alyssa Clements, Anthony Womack 
Institution: Los Medanos College 
Display area: 4, 2:45pm 
Page number: 32 

Author(s): Sama Saleem, Isela Caballero, Arman Omid, Alexi Omid, Nicole Snedden 
Institution: Los Medanos College 
Display area: 8, 9:30am 
Page number: 15 

Author(s): Angela Tuttle 
Institution: Reedley College 
Display area: 5, 2:45pm 
Page number: 33 

Author(s): Nicholas Vandehey, Adrian Justiniani, Ana Rodriguez, Chloe Minard 
Institution: Los Medanos College 
Display area: 9, 9:30am 
Page number: 16 

Colorado 
Author(s): Nallely Dufresne 
Institution: Trinidad State Junior College 
Display area: 6, 2:45pm 
Page number: 33 



 

 
 

Connecticut 
Author(s): Samuel Asamoah, Alejandro S. Colón, Mabintou Darboe, Cleo E. Rolle, Ph.D.  
Institution: Capital Community College 
Display area: 7, 2:45pm 
Page number: 34 
 
Delaware 
Author(s): Douglas Kemp 
Institution: Delaware Technical and Community College 
Display area: 8, 2:45pm 
Page number: 34 
 
Author(s): Joshua Simpson 
Institution: Delaware Technical and Community College 
Oral presentation: Room B-208, 2:10pm 
Page number: 9 
 
Florida 
Author(s): Nila Cousar 
Institution: Seminole State College of Florida 
Display area: 10, 9:30am 
Page number: 16 
 
Author(s): Wenny Cruz 
Institution: Seminole State College of Florida 
Display area: 11, 9:30am 
Page number: 17 
 
Hawaii 
Author(s): Maverick M. Kaopio 
Institution: Kapi’olani Community College 
Display area: 12, 9:30am 
Page number: 17 
 
Author(s): Keanu Rochette-Yu Tsuen 
Institution: Kapi’olani Community College 
Display area: 13, 9:30am 
Page number: 18 
 
Indiana 
Author(s): Geoffrey VanSickle, David S. Vega, Hieu Nguyen, Alan Platino, Jon Potter 
Institution: Ivy Tech Community College 
Display area: 9, 2:45pm 
Page number: 35 
 
 
 
 



Massachusetts 
Author(s): Altavise Chinn, Timothy O. Randhir 
Institution: Springfield Technical Community College 
Display area: 10, 2:45pm 
Page number: 35 

Author(s): Adam Lesieur, Timothy O. Randhir 
Institution: Springfield Technical Community College 
Display area: 11, 2:45pm 
Page number: 36 

Michigan 
Author(s): Kaylynne Dennis 
Institution: Muskegon Community College 
Display area: 12, 2:45pm 
Page number: 36 

Minnesota
Author(s): Emily Hanson 
Institution: Anoka Ramsey Community College 
Display area: 14, 9:30am 
Page number: 18 

Author(s): Madison Irons, Jay Holland, Zane Carlson 
Institution: Anoka Ramsey Community College 
Display area: 15, 9:30am 
Page number: 19 

Author(s): Mary Yocum 
Institution: Anoka Ramsey Community College 
Display area: 16, 9:30am 
Page number: 19 

Montana
Author(s): Skye N. Hatfield 
Institution: Flathead Valley Community College 
Display area: 13, 2:45pm 
Page number: 37 

Author(s): Kyle Montgomery 
Institution: Flathead Valley Community College 
Display area: 14, 2:45pm 
Oral presentation: Room B-208, 1:30pm 
Page number: 5, 37 



 

 
 

Nevada 
Author(s): Rustin Gamboa, Meghan Lahti, Ph.D. 
Institution: Truckee Meadows Community College 
Oral presentation: Room B-208, 1:50pm 
Page number: 7 
 
Author(s): Nicholas Kimutis, Tamara Wall, Ph.D., Tim Brown, Ph.D. 
Institution: Truckee Meadows Community College 
Display area: 17, 9:30am 
Page number: 20 
 
Author(s): Ritika Marsani, Frank H. Robertson, Christine Emmons, Laura A. Briggs 
Institution: Truckee Meadows Community College 
Display area: 18, 9:30am 
Page number: 20 
 
New Mexico 
Author(s): Danayara Childress, Shania Sanchez, Victor French, Tracy J. Terry 
Institution: University of New Mexico - Valencia Campus 
Display area: 15, 2:45pm 
Page number: 38 
 
Author(s): Samantha Cordova 
Institution: University of New Mexico - Valencia Campus 
Display area: 16, 2:45pm 
Page number: 38 
 
Author(s): Cory Griego, Victor French, Dr. Michael Hobbs 
Institution: University of New Mexico - Valencia Campus 
Display area: 17, 2:45pm 
Page number: 39 
 
Author(s): Gage Lamborn 
Institution: University of New Mexico - Valencia Campus 
Oral presentation: Room B-203, 1:50pm 
Page number: 8 
 
Author(s): Gabriel Lopez, Clifton Murray Ph.D., Víctor French, M.S., Mariam Chavez, Ph.D. 
Institution: University of New Mexico - Valencia Campus 
Display area: 19, 9:30am 
Page number: 20 
 
Author(s): Nicolette Sanchez 
Institution: University of New Mexico - Valencia Campus 
Display area: 20, 9:30am 
Page number: 21 
 
 
 



New York
Author(s): Morgan Anderson1, James Hewlett1, Marissa Hassevoort2, Brittany Holbrook3, Brooke Day2 
Institution: 1Finger Lakes Community College, 2Muskegon Community College, 3Florida Keys 
Community College  
Display area: 18, 2:45pm 
Page number: 39 

Author(s): Charlie Ippolito, Michaela Johnstone, Dr. John Van Niel 
Institution: Finger Lakes Community College 
Display area: 19, 2:45pm 
Page number: 40 

Author(s): Yousif Saleh1, Anjali Gaba1, Moni Chauhan1, Qiaxian Jhonson2, Bhanu Chauhan2 
Institution: 1Queensborough Community College, 2William Patterson University 
Display area: 21, 9:30am 
Page number: 21 

Author(s): Jiayao Sun 
Institution: Queensborough Community College 
Display area: 22, 9:30am 
Oral presentation: Room B-203, 2:10pm 
Page number: 10, 22 

North Carolina 
Author(s): Autumn Allen, Kyle R. Rhodes, Mideyshka Vásquez Suárez 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 23, 9:30am 
Page number: 22 

Author(s): Curtis Armstrong 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 24, 9:30am 
Page number: 23 

Author(s): Ryan Booth  
Institution: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Display area: 25, 9:30am 
Page number: 23 

Author(s): John Hunter II, Emily Hobart 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 26, 9:30am 
Page number: 24 

Author(s): Hunter McKinney 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 20, 2:45pm 
Page number: 40 



Author(s): Haley Minier, Anna Winkler 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 21, 2:45pm 
Page number: 41 

Author(s): Megan Mitchem 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 22, 2:45pm 
Page number: 41 

Author(s): Kimberly Queen, Trystan Marlowe, Brian Matute 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 23, 2:45pm 
Page number: 42 

Author(s): Kyle Rhodes 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 24, 2:45pm 
Page number: 42 

Author(s): Nick Tallent, Matthew Moore, James Young 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 25, 2:45pm 
Page number: 43 

Author(s): Ashley Williams, Mideshka Vazquez 
Institution: Gaston College 
Display area: 27, 9:30am 
Page number: 24 

Author(s): James Young 
Institution: Gaston College 
Oral presentation: Room B-203, 1:30pm 
Page number: 6 

Oklahoma 
Author(s): Abrahaley Asfaha, Alex Benton, TJ Brawdy, Carlos Cuza, Maha Elturki, Kadin Falkensten, 
Cari Fryman, Garrett Harper, Andrew Maher, Kayla Marquette, Nikki Morgan, Tri Nguyen, Kristine 
Quang, Jessica Vallejo, Dusti Sloan 
Institution: Tulsa Community College 
Display area: 28, 9:30am 
Page number: 25 

Author(s): C. Cuza, S. Grace, C. Longden, E. Morgan, J. Vallejo, D. Spencer 
Institution: Tulsa Community College 
Display area: 29, 9:30am 
Page number: 26 



Oregon
Author(s): Yuman Ng 
Institution: Portland Community College 
Display area: 26, 2:45pm 
Page number: 43 

Tennessee
Author(s): Ximena Leon, Audra L. Bingham, Cecily G. Kelly 
Institution: Columbia State Community College 
Display area: 27, 2:45pm 
Page number: 44 

Author(s): Megan B. Mohundro, Ximena Leon, Gregory Tarleton-Markov, Jenna R. St. Pierre, Amanda 
R. Smith, Maxwell C. Weinrub, Carter E. Woehlert
Institution: Columbia State Community College
Display area: 29, 2:45pm
Page number: 45

Author(s): Amanda R. Smith, Megan B. Mohundro, Ximena Leon, Maxwell C. Weinrub, Yaeli P. 
Martinez 
Institution: Columbia State Community College 
Display area: 28, 2:45pm 
Page number: 44 

Texas 
Author(s): Hannah LaClair, John Ramirez, Daiyuan Zhang 
Institution: Del Mar College 
Display area: 30, 9:30am 
Page number: 26 

Author(s): Alexis Trujillo, John Ramirez, Daiyuan Zhang 
Institution: Del Mar College 
Display area: 31, 9:30am 
Page number: 27 

Washington
Author(s): Kara Anderson 
Institution: Ocean Research College Academy at Everett Community College 
Display area: 32, 9:30am 
Page number: 27 

Author(s): Owen Boram, Satya Fawcett 
Institution: Everett Community College 
Oral presentation: Room B-207, 1:30pm 
Page number: 4 

Author(s): WonJoon Choi, SungMin Nam, HyunSoo Cho 
Institution: Edmonds Community College 
Display area: 33, 9:30am 
Page number: 28 



Author(s): Florian Heisen 
Institution: Ocean Research College Academy at Everett Community College 
Display area: 34, 9:30am 
Page number: 29 

Author(s): Ingrid Phillips 
Institution: Ocean Research College Academy at Everett Community College 
Display area: 30, 2:45pm 
Page number: 45 

Author(s): Cameron Siler, Nicole Rasor, Erika Simburger 
Institution: Edmonds Community College 
Display area: 31, 2:45pm 
Oral presentation: Room B-207, 1:50pm 
Page number: 8, 46 

Author(s): Bronwyn Sinclair 
Institution: Edmonds Community College 
Display area: 32, 2:45pm 
Oral presentation: Room B-207, 2:10pm 
Page number: 10, 46 

Author(s): Hannah Weinrich 
Institution: Everett Community College 
Display area: 35, 9:30am 
Page number: 29 



DISCIPLINES, 9:30AM POSTER PRESENTATIONS 

Anthropology 
Display area(s): 33 

Biology 
Display area(s): 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 23, 
26 

Biotechnology 
Display area(s): 28, 29, 30, 31 

Botany 
Display area(s): 13 

Cell Biology 
Display area(s): 18 

Chemistry 
Display area(s): 20, 21, 25 

Ecology 
Display area(s): 16 

Education 
Display area(s): 5 

Engineering 
Display area(s): 12 

English 
Display area(s): 7 

Environmental Science 
Display area(s): 6 

Informatics 
Display area(s): 17 

Mathematics 
Display area(s): 22 

Microbiology 
Display area(s): 24, 27 

Natural Resource Conservation 
Display area(s): 11 

Oceanography 
Display area(s): 32, 34, 35 

Physics 
Display area(s): 19 

Proteomics 
Display area(s): 3 



DISCIPLINES, 2:45PM POSTER PRESENTATIONS 

Biology 
Display area(s): 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 14, 20, 21, 
23, 26, 28 

Biotechnology 
Display area(s): 9 

Chemistry 
Display area(s): 3, 22 

Computer Science 
Display area(s): 25 

Environmental Studies 
Display area(s): 10, 11, 19 

General Science 
Display area(s): 15 

Genomics 
Display area(s): 7 

Geography 
Display area(s): 12 

Hydrology 
Display area(s): 17 

Marine Science 
Display area(s): 18 

Mathematics 
Display area(s): 2, 

Microbiology 
Display area(s): 24, 27, 29 

Oceanography 
Display area(s): 30 

Pharmacology 
Display area(s): 16 

Pre-Physical Therapy 
Display area(s): 31 

Political Science 
Display area(s): 32



STUDENT ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30 

GLENDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
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1:30 PM 

GENERATING A GEOCHEMICAL MODEL USING COLLABORATIVE CONTINUOUS 
DATA STREAMS: A TOOL TO HELP UNDERSTAND THE EFFECTS OF RIVER 
DISCHARGE ON ESTUARIES 
Owen Boram, Satya Fawcett 
Everett Community College, Clinton, WA 
Ardi Kveven (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-207 
Discipline: Chemical Oceanography 

Students at the Ocean Research College Academy (ORCA), a dual enrollment program at Everett 
Community College, have pioneered a longitudinal study, monitoring the health of Possession 
Sound via monthly data collection from 2004 to present.  Located in the Whidbey Basin of the 
northern reaches of Puget Sound, Possession Sound contains the Snohomish River estuary, 
encompassing a river system that is the third largest contributor of freshwater to the Puget 
Sound. Through a grant awarded by the National Science Foundation, selected students have the 
opportunity to collaborate with the University of Washington, the Washington State Department 
of Ecology, and a local environmental consultant Gravity Marine. Utilizing data collected by 
permanently moored Sea-Bird CTD probes, data collected during research cruises, and data 
collected by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the authors of this project have 
created model to facilitate an investigation of how both tides and the discharge of freshwater 
from the Snohomish River influence the water quality of Possession Sound. 
To better understand the complex patterns of the water entering Possession Sound from the 
Snohomish River the authors analyzed the relationship between a continuous stream of water 
quality data from a Sea-Bird CTD probe at the mouth of the Snohomish River and continuous 
discharge data gathered by the USGS at a station 12 miles up the river. The distance between 
these two sites results in a delay between when river discharge data is recorded up river and 
when it influences the water quality at the river mouth. From the analysis of these two locations 
and with guidance from their collaborators as well as outside professionals, the authors used the 
statistical analysis language R to create a model that predicts the travel time of water from the 
USGS stream gage to Possession Sound. This model can be applied when considering important 
factors of the river and how these factors affect the estuary, such as nutrient loading, influxes of 
cold water which promotes upwelling, and the river’s contribution of heavy metals and other 
pollutants.  
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SPLICING FACTOR 3A1 INTERACTS WITH STEM-LOOP 4 OF UI SNRNA VIA ITS 
UBIQUITIN-LIKE DOMAIN 
Bernice Fellows1, 3, William Martelly2, 3, Shalini Sharma3

1Biology Department, Glendale Community College/WNMU, Glendale, AZ 
2School of Life Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 
3Department of Basic Medical Science, University of Arizona College of Medicine, Phoenix, AZ 
James Tuohy (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-201 
Discipline: Biology 

Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) are a group of disorders where hematopoietic stem cells 
differentiate into underdeveloped and malformed blood cells which often progresses into acute 
myeloid leukemia (AML).  In a subset of MDS disorders, it is thought that alterations in the pre-
mRNA splicing programs of developing blood cells due to mutations in the proteins that 
constitute the splicing machinery is an underlying cause. One of the splicing factors mutated in 
MDS is Splicing Factor 3A1 (SF3A1), which interacts with the stem-loop 4 (SL4) of the U1 
small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP), bringing intron ends in proximity prior to spliceosome 
formation.  Eight point mutations in SF3A1 have been identified in patients with MDS and could 
interfere with this RNA-protein interaction, however, the region of SF3A1 responsible for 
binding to U1-SL4 is unknown.  To investigate, truncated SF3A1 proteins were expressed in-
vitro using a HeLa cell-free expression (CFE) system. UV-crosslinking reactions covalently 
linked 32P labeled U1-SL4 RNA to SF3A1 protein in CFE extracts and identified the ubiquitin-
like (UBL) domain of SF3A1 as the binding location for U1-SL4.  The UBL domain contains 
two conserved tyrosine residues, Y772 and Y773, and in some MDS patients, Y772 was found 
mutated to cysteine.  Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) and surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) demonstrated that the MDS-associated Y772C mutation causes a 2-fold 
reduction in the binding affinity of SF3A1-UBL for U1-SL4 while the same mutation in Y773 
causes a 5-fold reduction in affinity.  Therefore, the UBL domain of SF3A1 is the U1-SL4 
binding region and mutations in this domain, like the MDS-associated Y772C mutation, may 
reduce SL4 binding leading to splicing alterations and disease. 

CYTOTOXICITY TESTING OF LICHEN AND BRYOPHYTE EXTRACTS 
Kyle Montgomery 
Flathead Valley Community College, Kalispell, MT 
Ruth Wrightsman (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-208 
Discipline: Biology 

The growing crisis of infections due to antibiotic-resistant organisms poses a huge threat to 
human health, and creates a need for antibiotic discovery.  The lichens, bryophytes, and 
pteridophytes hold promise as potential sources for new antimicrobial compounds, and represent 
an opportunity for discovery of novel chemical structures.  Our project is focused on collecting 
lichen, bryophyte, and pteridophyte specimens in northwest Montana, with the aim of identifying 
specimens and preparing extracts to test for antibiotic activity in disk-diffusion assays.  This 
phase of the research project is aimed at measuring the cytotoxic potential of antimicrobial 
extracts by assessing their activity against mammalian tissue culture cells.  The extracts 
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displaying antimicrobial activity are tested for their ability to inhibit the growth of mouse 3T3 
cells in culture.  Cell viability is measured using resazurin dye-reduction in a microtiter based 
assay.  Compounds displaying low cytotoxicity are candidates for further investigation as novel 
antibiotic compounds. 

DON’T SAY IMAGINARY 
James Young 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Bill Burgin (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-203 
Discipline: Mathematics 

The words are confusing. The intent is derogatory. The definitions are irrelevant. Two of them 
even create a false dichotomy. So why are the words “Real,” “Imaginary,” and “Complex” used 
for teaching in math classes? A comprehensive analysis was developed to show, as quantitatively 
as possible, that there are better phrases possible for teaching and general use. This method looks 
at the intent of the author, the connotation (how the target audience would understand a word) 
and the denotation (how everyone else would understand that word). The method gives a score to 
each of these issues and adds them, allowing for comparisons. After applying this method to 
several alternatives to these phrases, the words that had the highest scores were Direct, Lateral, 
and Rotational. Corresponding notation was proposed for this new terminology to be used in 
mathematical proofs. This new method gives people the opportunity, within a structured 
framework, to discuss the usefulness of a word. Within this framework, other words can also be 
examined, such as “Positive Numbers” and “Negative Numbers;” although they have not yet 
been scored, alternatives were proposed. The paper on this topic is currently under peer review 
and may soon be published to the Mathematical Association of America’s College Mathematics 
Journal.  

1:50 PM 

THE SEARCH FOR HIDDEN DNA: OPTIMIZING THE PROTOCOL FOR IDENTIFYING 
BACTERIA WITHIN GRAPE VINES 
Andrew Bowen 
Reedley College, Reedley, CA 
John Heathcote, Emily Berg (Faculty Advisors) 
Location: Room B-201 
Discipline: Biological Science 

Xylella fastidiosa is pathogenic bacteria that is transmitted by insects that feed on xylem fluid. 
Once infected, Vitis vinifera, or the common grape vine, will attempt to inhibit the spreading of 
harmful bacteria by constricting its own xylem vessels. This defense mechanism has negative 
effects because X. fastidiosa already greatly restricts vascular flow. Obstruction of the xylem by 
the accumulated bacteria leads to reduced water flow and plant death. Although all infected 
species display signs of water deficiency, there exists no known physical identifiers that allow 
for a qualitative estimate of the X. fastidiosa concentration present within a plant. Laboratory 
protocols must be used in order to detect the presence of X. fastidiosa. There are many different 
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protocols and chemical methods that can be used to identify bacteria. This optimization 
experiment will utilize 21 leaf samples that have been mechanically inoculated with X. 
fastidiosa. DNA extractions will be performed using two different methods on each of the tissue 
samples. This will yield 42 DNA samples, two for each leaf. Then, a polymerase chain reaction, 
or PCR, protocol will be done using three different fluorophores for each DNA sample. The PCR 
machine will quantify the X. fastidiosa replications that occur by monitoring the fluorescence 
emitted during the protocol. A comparison between the data obtained for each sample will reveal 
the most effective laboratory protocol for the identification of X. fastidiosa within a leaf.  
 
THE EFFECT OF STRATIFICATION AND SEED MANIPULATION ON MILKWEED 
GERMINATION AND GROWTH 
Rustin Gamboa, Meghan Lahti, Ph.D. 
Truckee Meadows Community College, Reno, NV 
Megan Lahti, Ph.D. (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-208 
Discipline: Biology 
 
The objective of our research is to investigate riparian milkweed germination, survivorship, and 
growth rate by manipulating seed stratification and seed coats from two riparian milkweed 
species: Asclepias fascicularis (narrowleaf milkweed) and A. speciosa (showy milkweed). This 
information will improve milkweed restoration efforts for native habitat, monarch butterflies, 
and other pollinating insects; monarch butterflies have an obligate symbiotic relationship with 
milkweed and their populations are in decline. Additionally, we are collecting life history data, 
including seed density/mass and pod length/mass, given that this knowledge is currently lacking 
for either species. We collected 300 pods from both A. fascicularis and A. speciosa across each 
of five sites within the Truckee river watershed of northern Nevada. We have separated the 
seeds, collected life history data (seed density and mass, pod length and mass), and will be 
subjecting them to various treatments (physical, mechanical, and chemical) in an effort to 
improve germination, growth, and survivorship rates. Seeds will be germinated in a growth 
chamber where germination rate and root/shoot growth will be recorded. Thereafter, the 
seedlings will be transferred to Dee-pots and maintained in a greenhouse to continue monitoring 
growth and survivorship. In spring 2019, plants will be transplanted to native habitat and long-
term monitoring of growth and survivorship will be established. Preliminary analyses of life 
history data show a significant effect of site locality on seed density (p-value<0.0001; 
F(4,88)=17.25), but not seed mass (p-value>0.05; F(4,88)=0.85). A Tukey HSD test revealed 
that this difference is significant for one site, Tom Cooke (p<0.01). 
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GEOCHRONOLOGIC AND PALEOCLIMATOLOGIC INTERPRETATIONS OF PLIOCENE 
INTERTRAPPEAN PALEOSOLS, TAOS PLATEAU, NEW MEXICO 
Gage Lamborn 
University of New Mexico – Valencia Campus, Los Lunas, NM 
April Bates, Victor French, Kevin Hobbs (Faculty Advisors) 
Location: Room B-203 
Discipline: Geology 
 
In northern New Mexico on the Taos Plateau there are a series of basalt lava flows that formed at 
~4 Ma. Atop some of these lava flows, soils formed and were subsequently buried by another 
later lava flow, becoming encased and incorporated into the rock record as paleosols. In this 
study, our goal is to determine the climate conditions under which these soils formed. To do this, 
we analyzed the elemental composition of the paleosols with XRF spectroscopy and color 
indexed the paleosols using the Munsell soil color chart. We then used these data to perform a 
geochemical climate analysis on the samples, the results of which are incongruent with all other 
paleosol characteristics. In addition to this, we obtained thin-sections of the paleosols and used a 
polarizing light microscope to investigate the individual grains so that we could study the 
mineral composition and micromorphological features found within the paleosols. Paleosol B 
horizons are dominated by silt- and fine sand-sized quartz grains. Since quartz is not present in 
Taos Plateau basalts, we interpret these grains to have been delivered via eolian processes during 
pedogenesis. Our results suggest that these paleosols formed in a semi-arid environment, similar 
to what is found in present day New Mexico. The presence of stage III-V pedogenic carbonate 
horizons suggest a duration of pedogenesis of up to 106 years under reasonably stable semi-arid 
paleoclimate conditions. 
 
BIOMECHANICAL COMPARISON OF LOWER EXTREMITY ACCELERATOIN AND 
FORCE GENERATION 
Cameron Siler, Nicole Rasor, Erika Simburger 
Edmonds Community College, Lynnwood, WA 
Rachel Wade (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-207 
Discipline: Physics 
 
Studying the ground-strike force and acceleration of runners can provide information about gait, 
foot strike patterns, and can contribute to improved running efficiency.  The anatomical 
differences of male and female runners’ lower extremities were compared biomechanically by 
using force and acceleration data with the observation of foot strike type. Acceleration data were 
collected at the ankle, knee, and hip of runners to understand the overall force distribution 
throughout the lower limbs better.  When comparing males and females, the force generated in 
the ankle is noticeably different. When looking at sprint versus distance pace, you can see a 
difference in force generated at the knee based on runner type. 
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2:10 PM 
 
A SNAIL’S ANSWER TO PAIN ADDICTION 
Heather Crumley 
Reedley College, Reedley, CA 
Joseph Lin, Andrew Strankman (Faculty Advisors) 
Location: Room B-201 
Discipline: Biology/Physiology 
 
According to National Institute of Drugs there were 49,068 deaths reported in 2017 that were 
related to opioid overdoses (NIDA, 2017). Because of their addictive and dependent properties, 
patients have incredible difficulty breaking the cycle of opioid addiction. Therefore, in this 
research I will investigate other alternatives to the use of opioid drugs. Specifically I will 
examine Conotoxin MVIIA from the Conus magus, a tiny predatory gastropod mollusk. 
Conotoxin is a noted nerve agent that acts as a calcium channel blocker. Calcium channel 
blockers are the drug of choice in getting patients off of opioids. Currently the most commonly 
prescribed drug for opioid addiction is morphine, however conotoxin can be up to a thousand 
times more efficient, just without the same addictive qualities. As of right now, the strategy is to 
give drugs such as oxy-morphine, codeine, and fentanyl which mostly bind to mu opioid 
receptors. Hence, I would like to explore the validity of using a calcium channel blocker which 
could create the same pain relieving effects as these opioid receptors. I am going to examine the 
current state of progress into the use of conotoxin as an administered drug. Looking into primary 
literature sources on conotoxin and how it can possibly replace the opioid products that are being 
administered to patients currently. 
 
PROTOCOL OPTIMIZATION AND PRIMER DESIGN FOR DETERMINING THE 
PRESENCE OF BABESIA DUNCANI IN THE DELAWARE TICK POPULATION 
Joshua Simpson 
Delaware Technical Community College, Dover, DE 
Dr. Michael Buoni (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-208 
Discipline: Biology 
 
The purpose of this research was to optimize a PCR protocol to test the Delaware tick population 
for the presence of the intraerythrocytic parasite Babesia duncani. B. duncani is a malaria-like 
blood borne parasite that is carried by ticks and is capable of causing severe illness. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that this protozoan may be present in Delaware ticks.  However, there is a lack 
of research on the topic. Previously published protocols for the PCR determination of Babesia 
duncani presence were incompatible with our research because they resulted in large amounts of 
non-specific amplification. Consequently, our goals were: 1) optimize the DNA extraction 
protocol, 2) create a new, more specific PCR primer set for amplifying genetic sequences unique 
to B. duncani, and 3) develop a stock of positive control for future tick testing by cloning the 
amplicon into a plasmid. 
 
Multiple experiments were performed to determine the optimal extraction procedures.  The 
extraction kit’s incubation times, centrifugation times, and buffers were optimized to further 
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increase yield. The incubation time proved to be a critical control point in the extraction process. 
New 18S rRNA primers were designed, tested, and found to yield a clean band of the B. duncani 
target DNA. Using the new primer set, a positive control amplicon was cloned into a plasmid and 
validated by PCR and gel electrophoresis as well as Sanger sequencing. With the optimized 
protocol developed from this work, we will survey the Delaware tick population to determine the 
incidence of this emerging pathogen, B. duncani. 
 
SHIFTING THE NEEDLE 
Bronwyn Sinclair 
Edmonds Community College, Lynnwood, WA 
Robin Datta (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-207 
Discipline: Political Science 
 
“Shifting the Needle,” asks “Do film portrayals of an individual’s interactions with government 
impact audience attitudes towards and perceptions of government?” This pilot study replicates 
Glas and Taylor’s methodology (“The Silver Screen and Authoritarianism,” 2017) to explore the 
role of narrative framing and priming in activating and strengthening an audience’s latent 
attitudes towards government. Three action films – “Enemy of the State” (1998, R), “The Pursuit 
of Happyness” (2006, PG-13), and “Independence Day” (1996, PG-13) – were selected because 
they are designed to be as broadly appealing as possible, and they contained politically charged 
themes and subtexts. A volunteer audience was recruited from Political Science and 
Communications classes at EdCC during the spring 2018 quarter. Research participants were 
sorted into test groups and assigned to a film. Each participant took a pre-survey which 
established their baseline attitudes towards government. Once the film concluded participants 
took a post-survey that measured any attitudinal shifts. The data provisionally supports the 
hypothesis that movie portrayals do induce measurable change to an audience’s perception of the 
government, however, due to the small size of the pilot study audience, it is difficult to determine 
if the change is significant. A planned study will increase the sample size to establish 
significance.  
 
BIG DATA INFORMATION INTERFERENCE ON THE INFINITE COMMUNICATION 
TREE NETWORK 
Jiayao Sun 
Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY 
Wenjian Liu (Faculty Advisor) 
Location: Room B-203 
Discipline: Mathematics 
 
The big data information reconstruction problem on the infinite communication tree network, is 
to collect and analyze massive samples at the n-th level of the phylogenetic tree to identify 
whether there is non-vanishing information of the root, as n goes to infinity.  

Although it has been studied in numerous contexts such as information theory, genetics and 
statistical physics, the existing literatures with rigorous reconstruction thresholds established are 
very limited. In this project, we focus on the form of signals' probability transition matrix 
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corresponding to a classical DNA evolution model, the Felsenstein 1981 (F81) model, while 
further allow the existence of a guanine-cytosine content bias.  

The corresponding information reconstruction problem in molecular phylogenetics will be 
explored, by means of the refined analysis of moment recursion on a weighted version of the 
magnetization, concentration investigation and in-depth investigation on the resulting nonlinear 
second order dynamical system. Our purpose is to figure out under what condition of the base 
frequencies of adenine and thymine is the reconstruction solvable.  
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Arizona 
 
THE INFLUENCE OF CATTLE GRAZING ON WILDLIFE ACTIVITY ALONG THE 
ARIZONA-MEXICO BORDER 
A. Bowser, H. Vega, K. Hilliard, E. Ramirez, T. Gavin, Y. Fouchal, M. Soto, K. Durham, F. 
Emanuele 
Cochise College, Sierra Vista, AZ 
Kari Durham (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 1 
 
Southeastern Arizona is a biodiverse area in North America due to its unique position of the 
convergence of four major deserts and the presence of mountain ranges scattered throughout the 
semi-arid landscape called “sky islands.” The unique biodiversity is enhanced as the region sits 
on the border between Arizona, USA and Sonora, Mexico. Many of the species found here are at 
the northernmost reach of their range. The San Pedro Riparian area lies within this region and 
acts as an important corridor for species movement and migration. Cattle grazing along the 
border between the two countries has the potential to drastically impact the wildlife within this 
essential habitat. This study compares the wildlife activity of several species captured on camera 
at a site on non-grazing federal conservation land and a site in Mexico that allows grazing. High 
output covert infrared detecting camera traps were deployed on both sites of the border, and 
pictures were gathered from April 2017 through November 2018. The relative species abundance 
at each location and species pair activity similarity were examined. This research will provide 
valuable information regarding the influence of cattle grazing on wildlife activity in this high 
biodiverse area. 
 
GENE FLOW DYNAMICS AND PHYLOGENETICS OF ZOSTERA MARINA ATAM 
USING PHYLOGEOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES IN THE CANAL DE INFIERNILLO 
David Hanna and Lisa Floyd-Hanna. Prescott College, Prescott, AZ. Frank Emanuele, Abby 
Bowser, Mark Buono, Maria Diaz, Paulette Iniguez, Lauren Loreto, Nick Massoni, Ernesto 
Ramirez, and Hector Vega. Cochise College, Sierra Vista and Douglas, AZ. 
Cochise College, Sierra Vista, AZ 
Frank Emanuele (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 2 
 
Zostera genera are being studied across the world as indicators of climate change. For instance, 
Zostera japonica is a non-native species that was introduced into the Pacific in the late 50’s, 
however now according to Shafer and Kaldy (2012) Z. japonica is moving into the natural 
territory of Zostera marina (the native species in this area). The movement of Z. japonica 
southward and northward in latitude is creating more competition with Z. marina. Shafer and 
Kaldy (2012) point out that Z. japonica may be more heat-tolerant than Z. marina. Z. marina are 
found in thermal clines, and Franssen, et. al. (2011) show that gene transcription changes occur 
overtime more in areas where Zostera species are not adapted to higher temperatures such as 
those in higher latitudes. Besides being an indicator of climate change, the Zostera marina atam, 
which is specific to Mar de Cortez of Bahia de Kino, Sonora, Mexico is of major ecological 
importance for many bird species and to the protected Sea turtle. Zostera marina atam is also 
very important to the culture of the indigenous people of the Comcaac of this region. 
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Prescott College and the Comcaac have been working together to create theoretical maps using 
the Comcaac tribal knowledge passed down generations and satellite data to create predictions of 
where Z. marina atam will be found within the region of the Canal de Infiernillo. Satellite data 
was used to create a density and location map of Z. marina atam using ArcGIS software. An 
exploratory testing of this predictive density map was done by the Comcaac tribe via drone 
technology. We accompanied the Prescott College researchers and checked random points to test 
the accuracy of the predicted density/location map. As we tested random locations and their 
density, we obtained samples from 6 different locations (4 locations from dense areas and 2 from 
sparse locations). Z. marina atam is considered to be a unique subspecies found in this area. 
  
Muniz-Salazar, et. al. (2005) mention that gene flow is very high around the western coast of 
Baja California but even higher within the eastern coast in the Mar de Cortez. Also Muniz-
Salazar, et. al. state that genetic variation is higher within the Mar de Cortez. These findings 
support the creation of our hypothesis that Z. marina atam is a unique genetic variant and further 
genetic analysis of all our samples may show significant phylogenetic relationships with those 
mapped in other Zostera and related species phylogenetic studies. 
 
Our study will create a data aggregation map which can be used to monitor location, density, 
genetic variance, gene expression variation of Zostera marina atam. Conservation of seagrass and 
the organisms that depend on these plants can further benefit from eventual conclusion of this 
aggregation map which will help study gene flow and expression in relationship to the 
environmental variables of water currents, temperature, etc. 
 
USE OF MALDI-TOF MASS SPECTROMETRY TO DERIVE TAXONOMIC 
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SPECIES OF THE BACTERIAL GENUS DEINOCOCCUS 
Stacy E. Scholz Ng, Chad M. Albert, Benita L. Barnes, George T. Noutsios, Sabrina R. Mueller-
Spitz, James M. Tuohy, Todd R. Sandrin 
Glendale Community College, Glendale, AZ 
James Tuohy (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 3 
 
MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry (MS) of bacterial cell protein extracts has been shown to 
produce a summary spectrum and a characteristic proteomic fingerprint for a given organism1. In 
the present study we used MALDI-TOF MS data to derive phylogenetic relationships between 
nine representatives of the bacterial genus Deinococcus2, namely; D. aquaticus, D. caeni, D. 
deserti, D. geothermalis, D. gobiensis, D. grandis, D. indicus, D. misasensis, and D. sonorensis 
as well as two outlier species, Pseudomonas fluorescens and Vibrio fischeri. This analysis was 
evaluated against a dendrogram derived from 16S rRNA gene sequencing and yielded congruent 
findings. However, the MALDI-TOF MS approach is rapid, economic and technically straight-
forward and as such recommends itself as a phylogenetic tool when contrasted with traditional 
16S rRNA gene sequencing. 
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California 
 
THE SEARCH FOR HIDDEN DNA: OPTIMIZING THE PROTOCOL FOR IDENTIFYING 
BACTERIA WITHIN GRAPE VINES 
Andrew Bowen 
Reedley College, Reedley, CA 
John Heathcote, Emily Berg (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 4 
 
Xylella fastidiosa is pathogenic bacteria that is transmitted by insects that feed on xylem fluid. 
Once infected, Vitis vinifera, or the common grape vine, will attempt to inhibit the spreading of 
harmful bacteria by constricting its own xylem vessels. This defense mechanism has negative 
effects because X. fastidiosa already greatly restricts vascular flow. Obstruction of the xylem by 
the accumulated bacteria leads to reduced water flow and plant death. Although all infected 
species display signs of water deficiency, there exists no known physical identifiers that allow 
for a qualitative estimate of the X. fastidiosa concentration present within a plant. Laboratory 
protocols must be used in order to detect the presence of X. fastidiosa. There are many different 
protocols and chemical methods that can be used to identify bacteria. This optimization 
experiment will utilize 21 leaf samples that have been mechanically inoculated with X. 
fastidiosa. DNA extractions will be performed using two different methods on each of the tissue 
samples. This will yield 42 DNA samples, two for each leaf. Then, a polymerase chain reaction, 
or PCR, protocol will be done using three different fluorophores for each DNA sample. The PCR 
machine will quantify the X. fastidiosa replications that occur by monitoring the fluorescence 
emitted during the protocol. A comparison between the data obtained for each sample will reveal 
the most effective laboratory protocol for the identification of X. fastidiosa within a leaf. 
 
THE POWER OF PRESENTATION: A PRELIMINARY STUDY ON THE EFFECTS OF 
DIFFERING FORMS OF INFORMATION PRESENTATION 
Zackary Cox 
Reedley College, Reedley, CA 
Joseph Lin (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 5 
 
Careers in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematical (STEM) fields are often 
rigorous by nature. The same holds true for the exams given in STEM courses, which frequently 
demand extensive studying and preparation in order for students to obtain optimal grades. With 
this being said, there are multiple ways in which students can prepare for exams, some better 
than others. To explore this notion, a preliminary qualitative study was conducted to test whether 
or not the presentation of review material would have any significant impact on the exam scores 
received by students in introductory biology and chemistry courses at Reedley College, a rural 
community college located in the Central Valley of California. Early experimental data suggests 
positive correlations between the digital form of review material and elevated exam percentages 
demonstrating that the digital form of review could be used as a means to increase exam and quiz 
success amongst students in introductory chemistry and biology courses. 
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MELTING OF ANCESTORS: THE OPPOSITE TO THE ICE AGE 
Pedro Cruz Lopez 
Reedley College, Reedley, CA 
John Heathcote (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 6 
 
World temperatures have been increasing over the past decades, causing a shorter snow season. 
This condition directly causes glaciers and ice caps to melt at a rapid rate and reduces a 
significant amount of their size. Worldwide, glacierized areas cover over 15 million square 
kilometers. The Arctic sea ice has been retreating about 47,400 square kilometers per year. So, 
the purpose of this study is to make a prediction about whether there is going to be a time when 
the earth will lose all of its ice, or if it will continue to preserve it. The rates of glacial loss will 
be compared along with the natural ice age cycle to create a model where we can have a clear 
vision for the future of the planet either with glaciers or without these natural beauties. 
 
CORAL REGENERATION THROUGH GENETIC SPLICING 
Stephanie Duarte 
Reedley College, Reedley, CA 
Joseph Lin (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 7 
 
In recent years, the Great Barrier Reef has been dying due to rising sea temperatures caused by 
climate change and pollution. The higher sea temperatures have caused mass-bleaching of the 
GBR which has damaged 93% of the natural wonder (Horton, 2016). Bleaching can be undone 
only if temperatures subside which will allow the coral’s protective algae to regrow, but lower 
temperatures are not predicted to happen in the near future. Efforts have been focusing on several 
different effective methods of regenerating and protecting the reef and one of the most promising 
is the genetic splicing of coral. This preliminary study will compare current STEM researchers’ 
efforts in creating new species of coral that can survive warmer waters and help restore the GBR 
and protect other reefs. 
 
THE EFFECTS OF VARYING PH LEVELS ON GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
CREEPING WATER PRIMROSE (LUDWIGIA PEPLOIDES) 
Sama Saleem, Isela Caballero, Arman Omid, Alexi Omid, Nicole Snedden 
Los Medanos College, Pittsburg, CA 
Mindy Capes (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 8 
 
With levels of pollution on the rise, unnaturally high levels of CO2 gas are emitted and much of 
this gas interacts with water to form carbonic acid (H2CO3(aq)).This acid can lower the pH of 
bodies of water and can affect many aquatic plants, like Creeping water primrose (Ludwigia 
peploides). Through our research, we are investigating how varying pH levels affect the growth 
and development of L. peploides. Our methods include obtaining L. peploides from Big Break 
Regional Shoreline, placing them in tanks at varying pH levels in a controlled environment, and 
recording the stem length and other developmental observations over a four week period. Our 
preliminary results suggest that plants placed in a less acidic environment had greater stem 
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growth and overall better health than those placed in the lower pH environment (4cm total stem 
growth in pH 7 and –1.5cm in pH 4). In addition, the plant placed in the pH 6 environment had 
stem growth and overall health similar to the plant placed in the pH 7 environment (3.7 total 
stem growth in pH 6). These findings suggest that L. peploides has a surprising resistance to 
acidic conditions (until pH 6). This could imply that if acidity levels rise in bodies of water due 
to an increase in CO2 levels perpetuated by human pollution, many native aquatic plants from 
Big Break Regional Shoreline would most likely be unable to resist and survive as well as their 
invasive competitor, L. peploides. 
 
EFFECTIVENESS OF METHYL-ESTERIFIED SERICITE AND PINE NEEDLE EXTRACT 
HYBRID MATERIAL FOR HARMFUL ALGAL BLOOM REMEDIATION IN THE 
SACRAMENTO-SANJOAQUIN DELTA AND SURROUNDING WATERWAYS 
Nicholas Vandehey, Adrian Justiniani, Ana Rodriguez, Chloe Minard 
Los Medanos College, Pittsburg, CA 
Mindy Capes (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 9 
 
This study aims to evaluate the practicality of using a methyl-esterified pine needle extract 
(MES-PNE) hybrid material for removal of cyanobacterial reproduction precursors in the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and surrounding areas.  To accomplish this, we will create the 
MES-PNE following established protocol, optimize material usage by applying research-based 
hybrid material to chlorophyll-a concentration ratios, apply hybrid material to samples in an 
environment that mirrors the active growth period of cyanobacteria and then analyze total 
nutrient and chlorophyll-a concentrations over time.  The data produced will potentially provide 
a solution to toxin-producing algal blooms that can be applied in the field to help improve water 
quality for non-algal organisms that live or play in the Delta and surrounding waterways. 
 
Florida 
 
ANTIMICROBIAL EFFECTS OF SELECTED PLANT OILS AGAINST AMPICILLIN 
RESISTANT ESCHERICHIA COLI 
Nila Cousar 
Seminole State College of Florida, Sanford, FL 
Maya P. Byfield, Sofronio J. Agustin (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 10 
 
The popular use of essential oils as an alternative means for treating human bacterial pathogens 
has been on the rise. This stems from the observation that some antibiotics have become 
ineffective due to the emergence of resistance among these pathogens. This pilot study aims to 
screen selected essential oils (i.e., tea tree, lavender, oregano, peppermint, frankincense, and 
eucalyptus) for their antibacterial effects on Ampicillin-susceptible (EC-Amps) and Ampicillin-
resistant (EC- Ampr) Escherichia coli. The E.coli strain was experimentally transformed by 
inducing the adsorption of soluble plasmid DNA into compatible E. coli cells. A modified agar 
well diffusion technique was used and zones of inhibition were compared between EC-Amps 
and EC-Ampr. Our null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the antibacterial 
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effects of selected plant oils against EC-Amps and EC-Ampr was upheld by our findings. 
Further study involving other essential oils and antibiotic resistant bacteria is contemplated. 
 
MICROPLASTIC OCCURRENCE IN FLAGLER AVENUE BEACH 
Wenny Cruz 
Seminole State College of Florida, Sanford, FL 
Diana Wenzel, Maya Byfield (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 11 
 
Microplastics are plastics that measure less than 5mm in diameter. Their small size can cause 
major impacts in the coastal ecosystem when incorporated into the food chain. Having a long 
residence time in the ocean, it is possible for microplastics to find their way to shore and 
contaminate the sand. To determine the level of microplastic contamination in the beach sand at 
Flagler Avenue on Florida’s East Coast, a series of sand samples were taken along the shore’s 
high-water line and perpendicular to shore. The microplastics were separated from the sediment 
samples by first dissolving any organic matter and then isolating them from the remaining 
sediment samples by density separation. The microplastic concentration was expected to 
decrease with distance from the ocean due to the lack of anthropogenic interaction in sand dunes. 
Results will be used to educate citizens about the risks and harmful microplastics can be in the 
coastal ecosystem. 
 
Hawaii 
 
HAWAII ARTIFICIAL REEF AND WAVE TANK 
Maverick M. Kaopio 
Kapi’olani Community College, Honolulu, HI 
Jacob Tyler (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 12 
 
Coastal erosion is a common problem found around the world with few current solutions. 
Because of the loss of land incurred by coastal erosion, housing and businesses are damaged, 
tourism is reduced, and a public place of gathering used for culture preservation is lost. 
Through the production of a wave flume the coastal morphology of local beaches can be 
replicated, and tested on a small scale to produce prototypes of artificial reefs to stop wave 
action: modeling the breaking of waves before they hit shores. Through this wave disruption 
areas can be preserved and utilized reliably. With consideration for sustainability and 
conservation of the natural environment, tests will be done in the future on storm erosion, 
changing sea level conditions and other types of natural/artificial interventions to best solve this 
problem. 
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USING THE SUN BLOCKING PROPERTIES OF THE FRUITS OF THE SCAEVOLA 
TACCADA AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO COMMERCIAL SUNSCREEN CHEMICALS 
Keanu Rochette-Yu Tsuen 
Kapi’olani Community College, Honolulu, HI 
Michael Ross (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 13 
 
The Hawaiian Islands are known worldwide for hosting some of the most diverse ecosystems the 
planet has to offer. In the marine environments of Hawai‘i, we find some of the most pristine 
coral reefs in the Pacific. Reefs are fragile ecosystems and their popularity with travelers, 
tourists, and beach-goers exposes them to a wide variety of threats. One of these threats is the 
exposure to harmful chemicals from commercial sunscreens. Studies have shown that sunscreens 
can negatively affect coral growth and recruitment. The State of Hawai‘i recently passed a bill 
(SB2571) in order to ban potentially harmful sunscreens from the State market. Scaevola taccada 
or Naupaka Kahakai is an indigenous Hawaiian plant that grows commonly in coastal areas. The 
project aims to apply indigenous knowledge to deal with today’s modern issues.  As such, the 
fruits of this indigenous plant could potentially help reduce the use of commercial sunscreens 
here on our reefs. In this study, we will extract the juice from Naupaka Kahakai fruits and use 
spectrophotometric methods to determine the SPF. Preliminary results suggest that indeed the 
fruits do contain sun blocking properties, i.e. strong absorption in the UV radiation. Future 
research would be to test the effectiveness of the juice as a sunscreen in vitro by exposing yeast 
colonies to UV. 
 
Minnesota 
 
SHORELINE AND EMERGENT PLANT COMMUNITY AS INDICATORS OF THE 
ECOLOGICAL HEALTH OF LOCHNESS LAKE (BLAINE, MN) 
Emily Hanson 
Anoka Ramsey Community College, Coon Rapids, MN 
Kristen Genet (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 14 
 
The plant communities of wetlands offer valuable insight into the health of these ecosystems, 
and a vegetation assessment for Lochness Lake had not yet been conducted. The goal of this 
study was to evaluate the plant community and compare it to physical and chemical data from 
the past decade to obtain a better understanding of this wetland ecosystem. Wetland plants are 
used as indicators ecological integrity by their change in coverage and relative abundance in 
response to certain anthropogenic stressors. It was hypothesized that there would be low 
diversity with high relative abundance and coverage of exotic and/or invasive species, due to the 
lake’s increase in phosphorus and decrease in clarity over the last decade favoring tolerant 
invasives. Vegetation coverage data were collected from six 100m2 plots, and community 
metrics including the Shannon diversity index (H’), maximum diversity (H’max), and Pielou’s 
index of evenness (J’) were calculated along with comparisons of coverage, species richness, and 
relative frequency of native and invasive taxa to provide an assessment of the plant community 
response to the chemical and physical conditions in Lochness Lake. Non-native species 
compromised approximately one third of the community and total area covered, with a high 
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coverage of Typha angustifolia and high relative frequency of Phalaris arundinacaea, indicating 
that the wetland was disturbed. Further data collection and assessment of the plant communities 
of the lake would be beneficial to understanding the structure of the community over time, 
monitoring the effects of increased pollution from development in the Lochness Lake watershed. 
 
WATER QUALITY INFLUENCES AND VARIANCES OF THE BORDERLINE-IMPAIRED 
FANNIE CHAIN OF LAKES IN MINNESOTA 
Madison Irons, Jay Holland, Zane Carlson 
Anoka Ramsey Community College, Coon Rapids, MN 
Melanie Waite-Altringer (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 15 
 
Minnesota has a great love of lakes and they are being threatened by varied anthropogenic 
sources. Controlling the negative effects of these outside influences remains to be a challenge. 
The purpose of this study was to assess the water quality changes within a borderline-impaired 
chain of lakes and to determine the greatest impact of their water quality. During the summer 
months of 2018, abiotic and biotic water quality tests were completed to monitor the borderline-
impaired Fannie Chain of Lakes, which includes Lake Fannie, Skogman Lake, and Lake 
Florence located in East Central Minnesota. Sadly, invasive species such as Eurasian 
watermilfoil and curly leaf pondweed, were detected in all of the lakes, as well as, a new 
detection of Eurasian watermilfoil in Lake Fannie. Preliminary review of the data shows that all 
of the lakes remain to be borderline impaired. Runoff from surrounding farm and home areas 
appears to negatively impact the Fannie Chain of Lakes water quality, by inducing nutrient 
surges, increased pH levels, and decreased water clarity. 
 
USING MACROINVERTEBRATES TO ASSESS WATER QUALITY OF A SMALL 
METROPOLITAN LAKE 
Mary Yocum 
Anoka Ramsey Community College, Coon Rapids, MN 
Kristen Genet (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 16 
 
Depressional wetlands are a source of biological diversity and have been declining in the last 100 
years. Along with supporting biological diversity of the surrounding regions, depressional 
wetlands provide many important ecological services, such as improving water quality, 
providing habitats for wildlife, and controlling excess storm water drainage. This study focused 
on Lochness Lake (Blaine, Minnesota), an open water wetland ecosystem where surrounding 
wetland area and open water are also integrated into storm water management for the Rice Creek 
Watershed District and the City of Blaine, MN. I hypothesized that due to decreasing water 
quality over the last decade there would be predominantly pollution tolerant macroinvertebrate 
taxa found. Standardized sampling of aquatic macroinvertebrates was done using bottle traps in 
the emergent vegetation zone along the perimeter of the lake, and invertebrates were identified to 
the lowest possible taxonomic level. This study found that 65.6% of invertebrates sampled 
belonged to taxa that are highly tolerant of pollution. This indicates that the wetland has poor-to-
moderate ecological integrity and is disturbed, and potential further loss of diversity in the 
habitat if water quality continues to decline. 
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Nevada 
 
INVESTIGATING RED FLAG WARNING CRITERIA 
Nicholas Kimutis, Tamara Wall, Ph.D., Tim Brown, Ph.D. 
Truckee Meadows Community College, Reno, NV 
Laura Briggs (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 17 
 
SELECTIVE ISOLATION OF STREPTOCOCCUS MUTANS & OTHER POTENTIALLY 
PATHOGENIC BACTERIA FROM HUMAN SALIVA 
Ritika Marsani, Frank H. Robertson, Christine Emmons, Laura A. Briggs  
Truckee Meadows Community College, Reno, NV 
Laura A. Briggs (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 18 
 
Dental caries disease is a result of acid producing bacteria in the oral cavity. If left untreated, 
isolated areas of tooth decay can form, leading to systemic infections such as endocarditis or 
septicemia. Streptococcus mutans is a member of the oral human microbiome, demonstrating 
both a commensal and pathogenic relationship with its host. This Gram-positive bacterium has a 
significant virulence property which leads to the formation of biofilms within the mouth, and is 
considered a primary causative agent in dental caries disease. The aim of this study was to isolate 
wild type Streptococcus mutans species from human saliva using Streptococcus-specific culture 
media and growth methods. Genus and species identification was preformed using 16s ribosomal 
DNA sequencing, the wild type bacterial species were compared to known lab strains of 
Streptococcus mutans. Nine wild type bacterial species were isolated from human saliva 
samples: Streptococcus salivarius, Rothia mucilaginosa, Neisseria mucosa, Neisseria perflava, 
Streptococcus sp. Streptococcus sanguinis, uncultured bacterium clone, & Neisseria flavescens. 
Genetic similarities between the wild type bacterial species and lab strains of Streptococcus 
mutans were observed. Future research will focus on more specific methods for Streptococcus 
mutans isolation with the use of additional selective media and adjusted growth conditions. 
 
New Mexico 
 
WHY, IN A FREE-FALL PHYSICS LAB, DOES SWITCHING FROM STOPWATCH TO 
PHOTOGATE TIMING GIVE EVEN WORSE RESULTS FOR THE ACCELERATION OF 
GRAVITY? 
Gabriel Lopez, Clifton Murray Ph.D., Víctor French, M.S., Mariam Chavez, Ph.D. 
University of New Mexico – Valencia Campus, Los Lunas, NM 
Victor French, W. Clifton Murray (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 19 
 
A simple way to measure the free-fall acceleration of gravity g in physics lab is to measure the 
fall distance and, with a stopwatch, time the fall of a ball dropped from rest.  But human 
coordination of a stopwatch with action is imperfect.  This leads to error in the calculation of g, 
often as much as ±25%. In the hope of improving results, the method of measuring fall time was 
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changed, from hand-stopwatch to electronic-photogate timing. To our surprise, the resulting 
values of g became worse, not better. Investigation into the free-fall equation used suggests that 
the presence of even a small non-zero initial velocity—which is unavoidable using the photogate 
method—introduces a large error in the calculated value of g. 
 
USE OF XRF TO DETERMINE ELEMENTAL IMPURITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR 
COLORATION IN NEW MEXICO QUARTZES 
Nicolette Sanchez 
University of New Mexico – Valencia Campus, Los Lunas, NM 
Victor French, Jerry Godbout (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 20 
 
Semi-precious gemstones such as onyx, agate, jasper, etc. are opaque forms of microcrystalline 
and cryptocrystalline quartz. While pure quartz is colorless, the presence of various impurities, 
even at trace levels, is responsible for the color variety in these quartz-based gemstones. This 
variation in coloring is in fact responsible for the commercial value of these stones. X-Ray 
Fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy has emerged as a powerful tool for non-destructive elemental 
analysis. In this study, XRF was assessed as a method to analyze the elemental composition of 
different-colored regions within several quartz samples. Using XRF data, we hope to attribute 
certain color regions to specific elemental impurities. Given promising preliminary results on 
colored regions that are larger than the XRF beam, we intend to explore beam-masking as a 
means to allow analysis of increasingly smaller areas within a particular sample. 
 
New York 
 
ONE POT GREEN SYNTHESIS OF POLYRHODANINE (PRH) NANO/MICROSPHERES 
AND ITS APPLICATION FOR THE DEGRADATION OF METHYL ORANGE 
Yousif Saleh1, Anjali Gaba1, Moni Chauhan1, Qiaxian Jhonson2, Bhanu Chauhan2 
1Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY 
2William Patterson University, Wayne, NJ 
Dr. Moni Chauhan (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 21 
 
Rhodanine molecule has thiozolidine group which has applications in the industry as 
antimicrobial agents and drug scaffolds. Rhodanine is known to complex with certain metals like 
Ag and Cu ions in solution and also form films on Ag Colloids and Cu surfaces. Silver 
embedded Polyrhodanine nano fibres have been synthesized via oxidation-reduction process and 
are established as antimicrobial agents. In our research, we have successfully synthesized 
polyRhodanine nanospheres and studied their adsorption properties. Since Polyrhodanine has 
coordination sites N, O and S with lone pair of electrons, it is known to complex with heavy 
metals and remove them from aqueous solutions. On the other hand, the evidence suggests that 
the Polyrhodanine nanospheres have a positive charge localized over its backbone and hence 
makes it an ideal candidate for the removal of anionic dye (Methyl Orange) from the wastewater. 
In this presentation kinetic study of Methyl Orange adsorption by Polyrhodanine will be 
discussed. 
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BIG DATA INFORMATION INTERFERENCE ON THE INFINITE COMMUNICATION 
TREE NETWORK 
Jiayao Sun 
Queensborough Community College, Bayside, NY 
Wenjian Liu (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 22 
 
The big data information reconstruction problem on the infinite communication tree network, is 
to collect and analyze massive samples at the n-th level of the phylogenetic tree to identify 
whether there is non-vanishing information of the root, as n goes to infinity.  
 
Although it has been studied in numerous contexts such as information theory, genetics and 
statistical physics, the existing literatures with rigorous reconstruction thresholds established are 
very limited. In this project, we focus on the form of signals' probability transition matrix 
corresponding to a classical DNA evolution model, the Felsenstein 1981 (F81) model, while 
further allow the existence of a guanine-cytosine content bias.  
 
The corresponding information reconstruction problem in molecular phylogenetics will be 
explored, by means of the refined analysis of moment recursion on a weighted version of the 
magnetization, concentration investigation and in-depth investigation on the resulting nonlinear 
second order dynamical system. Our purpose is to figure out under what condition of the base 
frequencies of adenine and thymine is the reconstruction solvable. 
 
North Carolina 
 
THE BIODIVERSITY OF GROUND-LEVEL INVERTEBRATES AT RANKIN LAKE PARK 
Autumn L. Allen, Kyle R. Rhodes, Mideyshka Vásquez Suárez 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Ashley Hagler, Ph.D. (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 23 
 
Understanding the importance of insect biodiversity and the role that each species plays within a 
particular ecosystem is beneficial. Insects are a fundamental part of ecosystems due to their 
ability to pollinate vegetation, circulate nutrients throughout the soil through decomposition, and 
serve as both a predator and prey within the food web, ultimately maintaining the population of 
various taxa. By researching, observing, and experimenting with the insects located within a 
given area, the biodiversity of invertebrates can be further studied to determine the exact role that 
each species has on their environment. To gain a better understanding of the ideal environment 
for insect diversity in an urban landscape, a random sample of ground-level insects were 
collected from Rankin Lake Park in Gastonia, North Carolina. Using a net seeping technique, 
samples of insects were obtained from three different grassy habitats located near the tree-line, 
water-line, and an open grassy field, which helped to determine how location had an effect on 
insect diversity. The biodiversity of insects collected were determined through a series of DNA 
barcoding, sequencing, and PCR analysis testing, which allowed for the placement of identifiable 
invertebrate species in a phylogenetic tree. Results from this study could contribute to the 
understanding of how insect diversity varies with the presence of water and vegetation. 
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Ultimately, studying the correlation between species richness and the abundance of water and 
vegetation in various locations can help increase the understanding of how to better preserve the 
biodiversity of invertebrates in the future. 
  
ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY IN SOIL 
Curtis Armstrong 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Cliff Grimsley (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 24 
 
Antibiotics are one of the greatest advancements in medical technology over the past century. 
However, due to overuse and the adaptive properties of pathogenic bacteria the antibiotics used 
to treat many different illnesses are becoming less and less effective. In response to this, new 
antibiotics must be discovered and synthesized. One of the most promising places to find 
antimicrobial activity is in soil. This project, which is a continuation of a series of projects 
conducted over the past five years, has the intention of studying several soil samples taken from 
a residence in Charlotte, NC then isolating and identifying potential antimicrobial agents. These 
antimicrobial agents are determined by testing done on safe relatives of several pathogenic 
bacteria such as Bacillus subtilis, E. coli, and Staphylococcus aureus. The results of this testing 
will determine whether the bacteria grown from the soil have antimicrobial properties towards 
the safe relatives, and if so, whether the species of bacteria is one that has been previously noted 
to have antimicrobial properties. 
 
TUNING MOLECULAR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COVALENT AND NON-
COVALENT INTERACTIONS WITHIN BIOMIMETIC SYSTEMS 
Ryan Booth 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 
Marcey Waters (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 25 
 
Background: 
Coiled-coil (CC) formations are a supramolecular interaction that utilizes hydrogen bonding, 
hydrophobic packing, and electrostatic attractions as a means of peptide chain conglomeration.  
CC’s are naturally observed structures in proteins and enzymes, making them a useful motif in 
the development of biomimetic systems. Dynamic combinatorial chemistry (DCC) is a synthetic 
method used to produce molecules that consist of monomeric units that assemble via reversible 
reactions under thermodynamic control.  DCC via disulfide-exchange has been used in 
conjunction with CC’s to discover the influence that CC’s may have on oligomer formation 
within a DCC library. 
Objectives: 
1) Produce equilibrated DCC libraries containing peptides of different heptad length. 2) Develop 
a threshold for the influence of heptad length on oligomer formation within DCC libraries. 
Methodology: 
Coupling of 3,5-Bis(sulfanyl)benzoic acid (B), a DCC monomer, with a peptide sequence shown 
to produce CC’s was performed.  Purification by HPLC and product confirmation by LCMS was 
done in preparation for DCC.  DCC libraries were created containing uncoupled monomer, 
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peptide coupled monomer at lengths of 1.5, 2, and 3 heptads, non-CC forming peptide coupled 
monomer, and a borate buffer solution at pH 8.5.  The libraries were allowed to equilibrate for 
five days under oxidative conditions. 
Results and Discussion: 
It is anticipated that greater heptad lengths will lead to stronger CC’s, and thus influence the 
oligomeric states of the DCC libraries.  Defining a threshold for heptad length can provide a 
useful tool for analyzing the communication between covalent and non-covalent interactions in 
complex systems. 
 
THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS WAVELENGTHS OF LIGHT ON BRASSICA RAPA GROWTH 
John Hunter II, Emily Hobart 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Julie Wyatt (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 26 
 
Light is what creates color, and with it plants are able to make energy for themselves.   
Visible light contains the rainbow’s colors and each one has a unique wavelength of energy.  Our 
project involves using tinted glass to record how much mustard plants will grow with only one of 
the visible colors rather than clear glass or none.  We will see how their photosynthesis rate 
changes, and whether it will speed up or slow down.  During this process, we will be using the 
basic colors: blue, orange, yellow, green, indigo, and violet.  We will see how differently each 
color affects the plants and their photosynthesis process.  If our hypothesis proves correct, certain 
colors will speed up the growth process of plants.  This new information could significantly 
contribute to an advanced way to help the environment and our world.  If plants can be given 
more of the efficient light colors they need to grow, then the earth could possibly become a better 
and cleaner place to live by producing more oxygen and decreasing the amount of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere.  Plants would be able to grow more vegetation for people and 
creatures.  This would help change the agricultural field, improve our ability to feed the 
impoverished and make the quality of life better for one and all. 
 
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE FROM TERPENES IN HOPS 
Ashley Williams, Mideshka Vazquez 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Virginie Maggiotti (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 27 
 
Human resistance to antibiotics is a growing problem in healthcare, and finding antibacterial 
alternatives is of critical importance to aid in this health crisis. To combat the rise in antibiotic 
resistance, Cannabis sativa (Cannabaceae family) plants have been evaluated for antibacterial 
properties. Multiple studies with Cannabis plants found that some constituent molecules in 
Cannabis are effective against Staphylococcus aureus bacteria. Another member of the 
Cannabaceae family, Humulus lupulus, commonly known as hops, is being studied for similar 
properties. Cannabis sativa and hops contain terpene hydrocarbons myrcene, α-humulene, and β-
caryophyllene with additional terpenes, β-pinene and α-pinene, being formed from the 
autoxidation of myrcene. Terpenes and terpenoids help protect the plants from predators. These 
organic compounds have been investigated for antibacterial and antimicrobial activity in 
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Cannabis. The purpose of this research was to test if hops share similar properties. Antibacterial 
activity of the aforementioned terpenes and Fuggle hops were tested against two bacteria: S. 
aureus (gram-positive bacterium) and Escherichia coli (gram-negative bacterium). Varying 
concentrations of terpenes and hops were diluted in hexane from 1% to 100% and tested on both 
bacteria using the Kirby-Bauer method. Results show β-pinene and α-humulene were more 
effective against S. aureus, while none were effective against E. coli. Further research could 
include testing different extraction techniques and running dilutions through high-pressure liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) to identify the presence of terpenes in Fuggle hops. Results from this 
research could contribute to the findings of new antimicrobial and antibacterial alternatives that 
are more effective against current antibiotic resistant bacteria. 
 
Oklahoma 
 
VIABILITY ASSAY AND POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF E-JUICE ON RAT LUNG CELLS 
Abrahaley Asfaha, Alex Benton, TJ Brawdy, Carlos Cuza, Maha Elturki, Kadin Falkensten, Cari 
Fryman, Garrett Harper, Andrew Maher, Kayla Marquette, Nikki Morgan, Tri Nguyen, Kristine 
Quang, Jessica Vallejo, Dusti Sloan 
Tulsa Community College, Tulsa, OK 
Dusti Sloan (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 28 
 
The 2015 National Youth Tobacco Survey, conducted by the Centers for Disease Control, 
estimated that over 7 million adolescents have tried e-cigarettes. With limited data about the 
health effects of e-cigarette use, also known as “vaping,” the goal of this study was to determine 
the cytotoxicity of commonly used vape components on rat lung epithelial (RLE) cells.  RLE 
cells were seeded and dilutions of vape base, nicotine, cannabidiol (CBD) oil, and a diacetyl-
containing flavoring, “Space Jam” were added to RLE cells and incubated for five days.  An 
MTT viability assay was used to determine whether these vape components were toxic to RLE 
cells.  In general, vape base was not toxic to cells, except at the most concentrated 5% dilution. 
Cells incubated in 5% and 2.5% nicotine were significantly less viable than control.  Cells 
exposed to 1.25% nicotine were not different from control, while cells incubated in 0.625% 
nicotine were significantly more viable than control.  All dilutions (2.5%, 1.25%, and 0.625%) of 
CBD oil were toxic to cells.  The more concentrated “space jam” flavoring treatments (2.5% and 
1.25%) were toxic, while the 0.625% treatment was not different than control. These results 
provide greater insight into the potential harmful effects of vape components used in e-cigarettes.  
Given the dramatic increase in the use of e-cigarettes, it is important to continue in-depth studies 
on the toxicity of vape components. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE DNA BARCODING PROTOCOL AND THE EVOLUTIONARY 
HISTORY OF BOTANIC GARDEN PLANTS 
C. Cuza, S. Grace, C. Longden, E. Morgan, J. Vallejo, D. Spencer 
Tulsa Community College, Tulsa, OK 
Diana Spencer (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 29 
 
DNA barcoding uses the sequences of a small section of DNA that is universally present and 
sufficiently varied to identify cryptic species, discover species, revise taxonomic schemes, and 
unravel food webs. The difficulty in DNA barcoding of plants stems from the low rate of 
evolution in plants compared to other organisms. The use of rbcLa and matK genes provides a 
method to test for species richness with genes that are sufficiently differentiated and universal.  
The aims of the study included: i) verification of identification of plants collected from the Tulsa 
Botanic Garden; ii) lab process analysis using two DNA extraction methods; iii) and evaluation 
of phylogenetic divergence using freely available software.  DNA was extracted from the plant 
tissue using two methods, and the two genes were amplified using published primers and 
spectrophotometric data.  Products were verified by fragment size on an agarose gel with a 
molecular mass ruler.  Amplicons were purified using a spin column, diluted, and sent for 
sequencing.  Freely available software tools were used for phylogenetic analysis.  Sequencing 
showed a 29% success rate of amplicon production. Three out of twelve samples were positive 
for both matK and rbcLa identification, one sample was positive for only rbcLa identification. 
Twenty-five percent of our positive specimens had a 260/230 ratio less than 0.40. Fifty percent 
of our successful samples used less than the recommended 0.25ug of DNA for each 25ul 
reaction.  There was no clear divergence between Angiosperm and non-flowering plants. 
 
Texas 
 
ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION, AND EFFICIENCY STUDY OF THE NOVEL 
BACTERIOPHAGE ‘VANGOGH’ 
Hannah LaClair, John Ramirez, Daiyuan Zhang 
Del Mar College, Corpus Christi, TX 
Daiyuan Zhang (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 30 
 
Bacteriophage (Phage) is the type of virus to attack or kill their host bacteria. Phage is a very 
unique type of life form that has been studied for many purposes, including phage therapy, 
antibiotic resistant bacterial treatment, and recombinant DNA technology. There is usually high 
level of specificity between bacteriophage and its host, which make them a good alternative 
treatment for antibiotic resistant pathogenic bacteria like Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Since 
1920’s, phages have been using to control pathogenic bacteria but more phages need to be 
isolated to test on the efficiency to eliminate their hosts.  
 
The chosen bacterial host, Mycobacterium smegmatis, was used in this project because it is a 
non-pathogenic species that is close to Mycobacterium tuberculosis. A soil sample was collected 
from south Texas and enriched with M. smegmatis. A single phage, later named as ‘VanGogh’, 
was confirmed and purified by spot test and multiple round of streak test.  Transmission electron 
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microscope is used to study the morphology of ‘VanGogh’ and genomic DNA was isolated and 
studied using restriction enzyme.  A lysogen of “VanGogh” was generated using spot test and 
long incubation, confirmed using patch test, and used for efficiency tests on its host.    
The life cycle of ‘VanGogh’ changed from lysogenic to more lytic with longer incubation.  
When compared to a phage database, the TEM image and restriction patterns suggest ‘VanGogh’ 
is classified as A cluster.  The efficiency test result indicated that ‘VanGogh’ could eliminate 
88.91% of M. smegmatis and should be considered to be a candidate to test on M. tuberculosis. 
 
THE ISOLATION, CHARACTERIZATION, AND LYSOGENIC STUDY OF THE NOVEL 
BACTERIOPHAGE ‘LUCYEDI’ 
Alexis Trujillo, John Ramirez, Daiyuan Zhang 
Del Mar College, Corpus Christi, TX 
Daisy Zhang (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 31 
 
Bacteriophages are viruses that attack and kill their host bacteria. It has been estimated that there 
are over 1031 bacteriophages present on our planet and recently phages have been used for gene 
therapy and treatment for antibiotic resistant bacteria.  
In this study, isolation of a novel bacteriophage ‘Lucyedi’ began with a soil enrichment 
procedure followed by several experiments to characterize the phage using its bacteria host 
Mycobacterium smegmatis. A high titer lysate was harvested for phage genomic DNA isolation. 
The isolated DNA of ‘Lucyedi’ was used for restriction digest analysis and genomic sequencing.  
The phage morphology of “Lucyedi” was studied by uranyl acetate negative staining and 
transmission electron microscope imaging. The lysogen of “Lucyedi” was isolated by spot test 
with extra incubation and was used for phage efficiency study.  
The plaques of “Lucyedi” indicated a lytic life cycle at the time of isolation. The TEM images 
show “Lucyedi” contains a capsid with 60nm in diameter and a tail 160 nm in length. The 
restriction digest patterns suggested the “Lucyedi” genome contains multiple recognition sites 
for BamHI, ClaI, HaeIII and few sites for HindIII and EcoRI. Both the TEM image and 
restriction pattern imply that “Lucyedi” belongs to the cluster A. The lysogen efficiency test of 
“Lucyedi” indicated that 99.14% of the host Mycobacterium smegmatis could be destroyed by 
this bacteriophage, which makes “Lucyedi” a good candidate to develop a phage treatment for 
pathogenic Mycobacterium tuberculosis, a close species to M. smegmatis. 
 
Washington 
 
INVESTIGATING THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL INFLUENCES OF BACTERIAL 
TRENDS IN POSSESSION SOUND 
Kara Anderson 
Ocean Research College Academy at Everett Community College, Everett, WA 
Ardi Kveven, Robin Araniva (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 32 
 
Students of the Ocean Research College Academy (ORCA), an early college program through 
Everett Community College, have collected fecal bacteria data on Possession Sound, a salt-
wedge estuary in Washington State, since 2004. Monitored in recreational waters because of its 
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potential impact on human health, fecal bacteria are found in the feces of homoeothermic 
animals. This study investigates the spatial and temporal trends of fecal coliform and non-fecal 
bacteria levels within Possession Sound in order to better understand the influences on 
ecosystem health. Variation in bacterial levels were analyzed with regard to physical and 
chemical factors such as tidal stages, river discharge from the Snohomish River, water chemistry, 
and anthropogenic influences including combined sewer outflows and storm drains. Water 
samples are gathered with a Niskin bottle, then plated and quantified using the Coliscan Easygel 
protocol. Located at varying distances from the mouth of the river, two Sea-Bird CTDs owned 
by the Washington State Department of Ecology were also utilized. Currently, levels of fecal 
coliform and other bacteria have shown a strong correlation with seasonal river discharge, both 
increasing in the fall and winter months when river discharge spikes. Further sampling at new 
sites close to storm drains, a dog park adjacent to the beach, and combined sewer outflows will 
provide data on other influences of bacteria levels. The results of this study will provide a strong 
foundation for understanding the fluctuations in the spatial and temporal trends of bacterial 
levels within Possession Sound in order to better assess ecosystem health. 
 
INTRODUCING RAIN GARDENS TO KOREAN HOUSEHOLDS 
WonJoon Choi, SungMin Nam, HyunSoo Cho 
Edmonds Community College, Lynnwood, WA 
Thomas Murphy (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 33 
 
Community-based participation is vital to municipal efforts to address water quality, reduce 
pollution, and enhance habitat in the Salish Sea basin. In 2015-2016, at the request of The Nature 
Conservancy and the Snohomish Conservation District, a team of researchers and students from 
Edmonds Community College in Lynnwood, Washington conducted a student lead ethnographic 
study of residents from the Perrinville watershed area. The goal was to assist the Cities of 
Edmonds and Lynnwood with their efforts to manage storm water better using rain gardens thus 
improving the ecology of these urban communities located north of Seattle. Although the 
Snohomish Conservation District has been successful in introducing rain gardens to English 
speaking households, they have been less successful with foreign language speaking households 
in the immigrant community. To address this problem, in 2017-2018 the research team expanded 
their outreach to members in the Spanish, Cantonese, Indonesian, Vietnamese, and Korean-
speaking immigrant populations. Cultural Anthropology students translated the survey and 
conducted the ethnographic study. This poster presents the team's findings on Korean households 
showing that Korean residents were willing to install a rain garden as long as they received 
financial support. 
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SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN CHLOROPHYLL AND BIOGEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES 
IN THE SNOHOMISH RIVER ESTUARY 
Florian Heisen 
Ocean Research College Academy at Everett Community College, Everett, WA 
Ardi Kveven (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 34 
 
Chlorophyll concentration in the Snohomish River estuary, the body of water formed by the 
freshwater inflow from the Snohomish River mixing with saltwater from Possession Sound, can 
offer insight into the condition of the estuary as an indicator of the presence of phytoplankton, 
the basis of the estuarine food chain. It was hypothesized that during periods of high sea surface 
temperatures there would be a greater concentration of chlorophyll, higher DO and pH, higher 
plankton densities, and lower nutrient concentrations. The study utilized a SeaBird CTD at 
Mount Baker Terminal that students of the Ocean Research College Academy (ORCA) deployed 
in 2009 to measure and record chlorophyll concentration data at a depth of fifteen meters as well 
as sea surface temperature and DO. Additionally, ORCA students collected water samples using 
a Niskin bottle for nutrient analysis of nitrates, nitrites, ammonium, silicates, and phosphates. A 
YSI-850 was used to collect pH, and plankton nets were used to collect phyto- and zooplankton. 
The study showed a direct correlation between primary productivity and biogeochemical 
processes. During the warmer seasons when temperatures averaged between 12°C and 19°C, 
chlorophyll concentrations reached their highest, between 3.50µg/l and 2.48µg/l and nutrient 
levels approached 0 µM, indicating the connection between sunlight, primary productivity, and 
utilization of nutrients by photosynthetic organisms. During summer, DO increased up to about 
10 mg/m3, and pH increased to about 8 units, showing the use of CO2 and production of oxygen 
during photosynthesis. During the warmer months, phytoplankton density (5,700 organisms/m3) 
and zooplankton density (60,000 organisms/m3) increased, indicating a clear seasonal correlation 
between high chlorophyll concentrations and high plankton abundance. However, in the fall and 
winter months, opposite trends were found, mostly supporting the hypothesis. 
 
HEAVY METAL CYCLING IN POSSESSION SOUND: A STUDY OF THE ROLE OF 
EELGRASS AND WATER COLUMN TRACE METALS IN POSSESSION SOUND AND 
THE SNOHOMISH RIVER ESTUARY 
Hannah Weinrich 
Ocean Research College Academy at Everett Community College, Everett, WA 
Ardi Kveven (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 35 
  
Through a collaborative partnership with the University of Washington, the Washington 
Department of Ecology, and Gravity Environmental Consulting, high school seniors at the Ocean 
Research College Academy (ORCA) engage in pioneering, hands-on oceanographic research in 
Possession Sound. Possession Sound is a part of Puget Sound that borders the city of Everett and 
contains the Snohomish River Estuary. With grant funding from the National Science 
Foundation, students at ORCA conduct original studies to test the presence of heavy metals in 
eelgrass tissues, sediment, and the water column of Possession Sound and the Snohomish River 
Estuary.  
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Eelgrass (Zostera marina) is an ecologically important species of flowering marine plant that 
inhabits sublittoral soft sediments in the northern hemisphere. Eelgrass beds provide critical food 
and habitat for many species of fish, invertebrates, and birds including salmon and brant geese. 
The author previously investigated concentrations of heavy metals in eelgrass blades and 
surrounding sediment in Possession Sound, finding that concentrations of arsenic, copper, and 
zinc were higher in eelgrass tissues than sediment. These results suggested that eelgrass uptake 
metals from the water column as well as sediment and accumulate them, a process which is 
further studied as a part of this project.  
Eelgrass and sediment samples were collected from several sites in Possession Sound and 
analyzed for trace metals. This presentation will detail original research into the cycling of heavy 
metals, their presence in the water column of Possession Sound, and their accumulation in 
eelgrass tissues and sediments. 
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Arizona 
 
SPLICING FACTOR 3A1 INTERACTS WITH STEM-LOOP 4 OF UI SNRNA VIA ITS 
UBIQUITIN-LIKE DOMAIN 
Bernice Fellows1, 3, William Martelly2, 3, Shalini Sharma3 

1Biology Department, Glendale Community College/WNMU, Glendale, AZ 
2School of Life Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 
3Department of Basic Medical Science, University of Arizona College of Medicine, Phoenix, AZ 
James Tuohy (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 1 
 
Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) are a group of disorders where hematopoietic stem cells 
differentiate into underdeveloped and malformed blood cells which often progresses into acute 
myeloid leukemia (AML).  In a subset of MDS disorders, it is thought that alterations in the pre-
mRNA splicing programs of developing blood cells due to mutations in the proteins that 
constitute the splicing machinery is an underlying cause. One of the splicing factors mutated in 
MDS is Splicing Factor 3A1 (SF3A1), which interacts with the stem-loop 4 (SL4) of the U1 
small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP), bringing intron ends in proximity prior to spliceosome 
formation.  Eight point mutations in SF3A1 have been identified in patients with MDS and could 
interfere with this RNA-protein interaction, however, the region of SF3A1 responsible for 
binding to U1-SL4 is unknown.  To investigate, truncated SF3A1 proteins were expressed in-
vitro using a HeLa cell-free expression (CFE) system. UV-crosslinking reactions covalently 
linked 32P labeled U1-SL4 RNA to SF3A1 protein in CFE extracts and identified the ubiquitin-
like (UBL) domain of SF3A1 as the binding location for U1-SL4.  The UBL domain contains 
two conserved tyrosine residues, Y772 and Y773, and in some MDS patients, Y772 was found 
mutated to cysteine.  Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) and surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) demonstrated that the MDS-associated Y772C mutation causes a 2-fold 
reduction in the binding affinity of SF3A1-UBL for U1-SL4 while the same mutation in Y773 
causes a 5-fold reduction in affinity.  Therefore, the UBL domain of SF3A1 is the U1-SL4 
binding region and mutations in this domain, like the MDS-associated Y772C mutation, may 
reduce SL4 binding leading to splicing alterations and disease. 
 
California 
 
COLLAPSE OF THE TACOMA NARROWS BRIDGE USING DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
Christopher Hipolito, Jaime Ramirez 
Los Medanos College, Pittsburg, CA 
Mindy Capes (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 2 
 
One of the most infamous engineering catastrophes was the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows 
Bridge in 1940. The movement prior to the inevitable collapse could be modeled by an Ordinary 
Differential Equation. The Differential Equation we used can be solved using method of 
undetermined coefficients; it is a one dimensional equation that explains the acceleration of the 
vertical oscillation experienced by the bridge bed. The cables of the bridge acted like a springs, 
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allowing us to apply Hooke's Law. Since the acceleration was constant, the oscillations increased 
in speed and displacement until it ultimately failed and collapsed. The reason the collapse is 
significant is because it highlighted the mistakes of past engineers which helped to improve the 
overall design of future structures. The precise cause is still up for debate because of new 
emerging theories explaining the collapse. This illustrates the incredible complexity of natural 
phenomena and shows how engineering is always evolving. 
 
GREEN OXIDATION OF ALPHA-PINENE 
Zachary Lowe 
Los Medanos College, Pittsburg, CA 
Mindy Capes (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 3 
 
Alpha-pinene is a molecule that is found in the oil of pine trees. Its unique structure allows for 
the acid, pinonic acid, to be formed after oxidation. Pinonic acid is abnormal because the center 
of the molecule is a 4-membered ring, which tends to be fairly uncommon among most organics. 
Pinonic acid has reactive ketone and carboxylic acid groups on either end of its chain. The 4-
membered ring and reactive groups allows this structure to be an ideal starting material for 
synthesizing a molecule that may have never been seen before. Normally, this oxidation is 
performed with the use of purple benzene and a crown ether. The performed procedure is a much 
more environmentally friendly version as it uses acetone, potassium permanganate and a weak 
base as opposed to the toxic, carcinogenic crown ethers. After performing the procedure as 
specified, the presence of a product was confirmed with thin-layer chromatography plating and 
infrared spectroscopy. 
 
URBANIZATION’S EFFECT ON LOCAL INSECTS 
Daja Miller, Vanessa Viveros, Alexis Brinson, Alyssa Clements, Anthony Womack 
Los Medanos College, Pittsburg, CA 
Mindy Capes (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 4 
 
The eastern region of the San Francisco Bay Area is home to a variety of living organisms, 
including animals, insects, and plants. Interestingly, there is a high ratio of developed land to 
undeveloped land in this region. However, the effects of urbanization on biodiversity in this area 
has not been well studied. Here, our goal was to determine if urbanization (i.e. areas that were 
more developed and had higher foot traffic) also had less insect biodiversity. Our experimental 
design included setting up insect traps in three different areas that varied in levels of foot traffic: 
near a trail at a regional shoreline with very high foot traffic; along a pond at our college campus 
with little foot traffic; and in a residential area with no foot traffic. We found that in areas with 
higher foot traffic (i.e. along a trail) there was less insect biodiversity compared to areas with less 
foot traffic (i.e. isolated pond). We concluded that areas with less foot traffic have a higher 
variety and frequency of insects. These findings support a potential link between the negative 
effects of urbanization on biodiversity in the eastern region of the San Francisco Bay Area and 
should be investigated further. This is important because preserving biodiversity is necessary to 
prevent extinction, an irreversible process. Once these organisms are gone they take with them 
potentially beneficial genes that could one day benefit our society. 
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GENETIC MODIFICATION: PLAYING GOD OR REDESIGNING LIFE 
Angela Tuttle 
Reedley College, Reedley, CA 
Joseph Lin, Andrew Strankman (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 5 
 
The manipulation of DNA is one of the most controversial topics within the medical and 
scientific communities. Recent advances in technology such as the CRISPR-Cas9 system have 
only enhanced public interest, by making gene editing a reality. According to Doudna and 
Charpentier (2014), scientists have successfully expressed the Cas9 enzyme, to alter specified 
regions of disease causing genes in mice. This technique has the potential to modify genes 
associated with life-threatening disease and disorders, but it can also be used to modify physical 
features such as musculature and eye color. While this technology can be potentially life-saving 
for some, are others going a little too far by editing physical features, and can gene editing have 
other potentially harmful effects later-on in life? In this study, we will qualitatively investigate 
the morality of this type of technology, based on the perception of gene editing and genetic 
modification. Specifically, we will identify the association between prior scientific education, 
gender, religion, and demographics with gene editing perception. 
 
Colorado 
 
EFFECTIVENESS OF HOUSEHOLD DISINFECTANTS 
Nallely Dufresne 
Trinidad State Junior College, Alamosa, CO 
Melissa Kleinschmit (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 6 
 
Sanitation is crucial to prevent contamination with in the food industry to prevent food-borne 
illnesses; in addition, it can also prevent the spread of germs that can result in illnesses. Everyday 
cleaning chemicals can be toxic, flammable, and/or cause adverse health problems for humans. A 
new movement called “green cleaners” explore the benefits of disinfecting with everyday house 
products that are safe to consume. The process of disinfection uses physical or biological agents 
to destroy microorganisms, especially pathogens.  In this study, the efficacy of household 
disinfecting products was tested by swabbing the surfaces of classroom tables before and after 
disinfectant exposure, and through a disc diffusion assay.  In the surface swabbing assay, the 
percent reduction in bacterial growth was greater following vinegar or lemon juice exposure 
compared to other disinfectants tested. In the disc diffusion the disinfectants were tested against 
E. coli, S. aureus, and S. enteriditis.  Hydrogen peroxide had the largest zone of inhibition.  The 
lemon juice had the smallest zone of inhibition compared to the other cleaning agents. These 
results suggest that household disinfectants are effective, but further analysis is needed to 
determine how the bacterial species affects the efficacy. 
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Connecticut 
 
GENE ANNOTATION OF DROSOPHILIA 
Samuel Asamoah, Alejandro S. Colón, Mabintou Darboe, Cleo E. Rolle, Ph.D. 
Capital Community College, Hartford, CT 
Cleo Rolle, Ph.D. (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 7 
 
We collaborated with the Genomics Education Partnership at Washington University in St. Louis 
to conduct gene annotation of a 46 kb region of the F element from Drosophila Eugracilis (D. 
Eugracilis). We identified the genetic features and sequence similarities of D. Eugracilis relative 
to D. melanogaster after viewing the blastx data using the USC Genome Browser. Next, we 
assigned putative coding region boundaries along our contig based on the ab initio prediction 
programs, N-SCAN and GenScan. Blastp searches against annotated D. melanogaster proteins 
revealed the putative orthologs for three genes D. Eugracilis-PMCA, SPoCK and CG32850. 
Herein, we annotated 11 isoforms of PMCA located between 12,161kb to 35,943kb. TopHat 
predictions were used to verify the phases of the donor and acceptor sites for each splice variant. 
Finally, we evaluated our gene model coordinates using the Gene Model Checker to determine 
whether our proposed model satisfied basic biological constraints, such as start codon and stop 
codons, as well as compatible splice sites. Interestingly, N-SCAN predicted PMCA as one gene 
whereas GenScan predicted PMCA as two genes. In the future, we plan to annotate the SPoCK 
and CG32850 genes. 
 
Delaware 
 
USING PCR TO ANALYZE THE PRESENCE OF BABESIA DUNCANI IN DELAWARE 
TICK POPULATION 
Douglas Kemp 
Delaware Technical and Community College, Dover, DE 
Dr. Michael Buoni (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 8 
 
Human babesiosis is an infectious blood disease that is primarily spread by Ixodes scapularis 
ticks.  The malaria like disease is caused by multiple species of blood cell destroying parasites of 
the genus Babesia.  Some of the first reported cases of babesiosis caused by Babesia duncani 
were in the states of Washington and California; therefore, it is thought to be primarily a west 
coast piroplasm.  We have hypothesized that the parasite may have spread to the east coast states.  
In our experiment we designed a protocol to test ticks that will be gathered from across the state 
for the presence of B. duncani.  We chose polymerase chain reaction (PCR) as our method of 
detection.  An indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA) test slide was used to develop primers for 
amplifying a section of the 18S ribosomal RNA gene specific to B. duncani.  Sequencing the 
resulting amplicon shows the primers do amplify the unique region.  The amplicon was then 
ligated into a plasmid to be replicated in DH5-alpha competent E. coli.  This plasmid was also 
sequenced and proved to be a suitable positive control for our PCR reactions. Moving forward 
the protocol we designed will be used to study the tick population in Delaware for the presence 
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of B. duncani.  A significant presence of the parasite on the east coast could impact how we test 
our blood supply and shape our medical strategies in the future. 
 
Indiana 
 
TOWARDS THE DESIGN OF AN AUTOLOGOUS COCHLEAR CELL TO ENABLE 
AUDITORY SENSORY INPUT TO THE HEARING IMPAIRED 
Geoffrey VanSickle, David S. Vega, Hieu Nguyen, Alan Platino, Jon Potter 
Ivy Tech Community College, South Bend, IN 
George Twaddle (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 9 
 
Engineering biology offers a regenerative approach to hearing loss that avoids the economical, 
mechanical and aesthetic issues of hearing aids or cochlear implants.  Unfortunately different 
systems to couple genetic elements for transfection and expression in mammalian cell chassis 
have incompatible sets of restriction sites.  For example the set of restriction sites for the 
International Genetically Engineered Machine RFC 25 assembly standard differs significantly 
from those used in the Thermo Fisher “Flp-In” eukaryotic gene expression system.  To overcome 
this problem we have designed a genetic engineering method based upon the IGEM A3 
Assembly.  With this method, a gene for a vibration-sensitive calcium channel from the IGEM 
Registry of Standard Parts has been inserted onto the Flp-In vector plasmid and recombined into 
the Flp-In expression cassette of a human 293T kidney cell line.  Our engineering goal is to test 
the feasibility of a rationally-designed, frequency-sensitive, stereocilia-channel combination, to 
directly gate the calcium membrane flux essential for the restoration of hearing. 
 
Massachusetts 
 
EMERGING CONTAMINANTS AND PUBLIC HEALTH 
Altavise Chinn, Timothy O. Randhir 
Springfield Technical Community College, Springfield, MA 
Timothy Randhir, Ph.D. (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 10 
 
Emerging Contaminants (EC) pose a variety of risks to public health and to ecosystems. ECs are 
increasing in occurrence in water bodies and are often not treated in conventional treatment 
systems. This study aims to evaluate the impact of emerging contaminants on human health, 
effects on water supply and ecosystems, and mitigation options in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. Specific objectives are: to study the extent of EC in Massachusetts, and to 
evaluate potential impacts of ECs on public health. A literature review was used to develop a 
conceptual model and evaluate various contaminants. Emerging contaminants can cause health 
effects and pose a variety of health risks. Water pollution by pharmaceuticals has been 
acknowledged as a major environmental problem. This study reviewed major emerging 
contaminants and their chemical properties. These include 1,4 Dioxane, Perchlorate, RDX, 
Cyanobacteria, and Tetrachloroethylene (TCE). These contaminants showed health effects that 
include eye irritation, hypothyroidism, convulsions, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. EC levels in 
several sites in Massachusetts were tabulated and reviewed. It was observed that EC can be 
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major public health issue if not addressed in treatment protocols. Some mitigation options 
include activated carbons, application of ozone, UV Radiation/Photosensibilizer, and gamma 
radiation. Results demonstrated is a need to monitor, evaluate extant of levels and exposure of 
the public, ecosystem vulnerability and mitigation options. 
 
IMPACTS OF DAMS ON WATERSHED ECOSYSTEMS 
Adam Lesieur, Timothy O. Randhir 
Springfield Technical Community College, Springfield, MA 
Timothy Randhir, Ph.D. (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 11 
 
There are more than 57,000 large dams worldwide that have negative impacts on stream 
ecosystems, including impediment to fish migration, aquatic ecosystem change, flow regime 
alteration, and impaired sediment movement. The objective of this study is to quantify the impact 
of dams on watershed ecosystems; specifically, to study the nature of flows in different dams in 
the study area, and to evaluate the potential impacts of dams on upstream and downstream 
ecosystems. A preliminary literature review was conducted using Google Scholar. The study area 
is the Deerfield River in New England, which runs for 76 miles from southern Vermont through 
Massachusetts and has 10 hydro dams. Combination of field visit and USGS Streamstats 
modeling is used to evaluate stream fluctuations above and below dams. Monitoring data from 
USGS gaging stations is analyzed as a time series. It was observed that in rivers with dams, the 
primary agent of alteration to the watershed ecosystem is through changes in stream discharge. 
Factors that need to be considered include impacts of the dam on streamflow before and after 
dam water release and the associated physical risks, the buildup of sediment in dam reservoirs, 
and the impediment to fish migration. To mitigate these effects; streamflow should continue to 
be monitored, dam releases regulated and posted for public safety, allowances made for fish 
migration, and restore natural flow of sediment. 
 
Michigan 
 
BIOGEOGRAPHICAL COMPARISONS OF TWO NATIONAL LAKESHORE 
ENVIRONMENTS 
Kaylynne Dennis 
Muskegon Community College, Muskegon, MI 
Darren Mattone (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 12 
 
Plant life is determined by parameters such a soil composition, temperature, and precipitation. 
The vegetation of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore in Northwest Michigan, and Indiana 
Dunes National Lakeshore in Northwest Indiana, is similar as they are both on the eastern side of 
Lake Michigan and only about 3 degrees different in latitude. By analyzing the differences in 
climate, the plant life and biodiversity of each location can be explained. The results found hold 
true in that Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore is less biodiverse and the vegetation there is 
hardier than compared to that at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore. 
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Montana 
 
ANTIBIOTIC POTENTIAL OF FLATHEAD VALLEY FLORA AND FUNGI 
Skye N. Hatfield 
Flathead Valley Community College, Kalispell, MT 
Ruth Wrightsman (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 13 
 
Over-prescription of antibiotics has resulted in the selection of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  As a 
result, there are currently bacterial strains which are resistant to nearly all antibiotics.  The crisis 
of antimicrobial resistance adds an enormous burden to the cost of healthcare in the U.S.  The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has estimated that treating infections due to 
antibiotic-resistant organisms adds over 20 billion dollars annually to direct healthcare costs and 
another 35 billion dollars in lost productivity.  To combat this growing issue, one research focus 
is testing natural sources, such as fungi and lichens, for the presence of antibiotic compounds.  
This project has focused on testing extracts from lichens, fungi, liverworts, and ferns collected in 
the Flathead Valley for their ability to inhibit the growth of four Gram-positive and two Gram-
negative bacterial species with the hope of finding new antibiotic agents.  To date, twelve of 
forty-eight species tested in Kirby-Bauer disk-diffusion assays have tested positive for antibiotic 
activity. The ultimate goal of this research is to identify the antimicrobial compounds present in 
the extracts displaying inhibition of microbial growth. 
 
CYTOTOXICITY TESTING OF LICHEN AND BRYOPHYTE EXTRACTS 
Kyle Montgomery 
Flathead Valley Community College, Kalispell, MT 
Ruth Wrightsman (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 14 
 
The growing crisis of infections due to antibiotic-resistant organisms poses a huge threat to 
human health, and creates a need for antibiotic discovery.  The lichens, bryophytes, and 
pteridophytes hold promise as potential sources for new antimicrobial compounds, and represent 
an opportunity for discovery of novel chemical structures.  Our project is focused on collecting 
lichen, bryophyte, and pteridophyte specimens in northwest Montana, with the aim of identifying 
specimens and preparing extracts to test for antibiotic activity in disk-diffusion assays.  This 
phase of the research project is aimed at measuring the cytotoxic potential of antimicrobial 
extracts by assessing their activity against mammalian tissue culture cells.  The extracts 
displaying antimicrobial activity are tested for their ability to inhibit the growth of mouse 3T3 
cells in culture.  Cell viability is measured using resazurin dye-reduction in a microtiter based 
assay.  Compounds displaying low cytotoxicity are candidates for further investigation as novel 
antibiotic compounds. 
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New Mexico 
 
ISOLATION, SEPARATION, AND IDENTIFICATION OF ANTIMICROBIAL 
COMPOUNDS FROM ERICAMERIA NAUSEOSA 
Danayara Childress, Shania Sanchez, Victor French, Tracy J. Terry 
University of New Mexico – Valencia Campus, Los Lunas, NM 
Victor French, Tracy Terry (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 15 
 
Antibiotic resistance is one of the biggest public health challenges of our time. Plant extracts 
contain agents that could act as alternatives to traditional antibiotics in the treatment of antibiotic 
resistant bacteria. We have conducted a survey of the antimicrobial properties of twenty common 
plants of the southwest. Of the twenty plants analyzed, five yielded oils via steam distillation. 
Two of the five oils exhibit antimicrobial activity via Kirby-Bauer assay:  Vitex agnus-castus and 
Ericameria nauseosa. The distillate of E. nauseosa, commonly called chamisa or rabbitbrush, 
was found to be the most active antimicrobial agent with activity against twelve of the thirteen 
bacteria tested. GC, TLC, and HPLC-MS have been used to separate and identify the 
components of the oil from E. nauseosa. A luminescent bioassay coupled to TLC is being 
explored for the identification of the active component. 
 
PHYLOGEOGRAPHY OF PINON PINE OF NEW MEXICO 

Samantha Cordova 
University of New Mexico – Valencia Campus, Los Lunas, NM 
Victor French, Ben Flicker (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 16 
 
Piñon pine (Pinus edulis) are found throughout New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, and 
Wyoming. The seed cones mature at two years old, and they are one of the only species of pine 
tree that has an edible nut. The edible seeds (pine nuts) are collected throughout its range and are 
used for wood, piñon crops, and human consumption. Our purpose for this project is to explore 
the evolutionary relationship of the population of pinon pine in New Mexico. A recent study 
conducted by Duran indicated that there is one genotype found in New Mexico (Duran, 2012). 
We are attempting to identify additional genotypes by looking at more samples of piñon pine. 
We have six genes from three different organelles. Nad 3-4, nad 5 are found in the mitochondria, 
ycf 1A, ycf1B,and rpo are found in the chloroplast, and 4cl is found in the nucleus. We have 24 
individuals from populations ranging from the Sangre de Cristo Mountains in Santa Fe, Jemez 
Springs, Western and Eastern Sandia Mountains, Eastern Manzano Mountains, and at Water 
Canyon near Socorro. To compare the relationships of piñon pine, we followed a DNA 
extraction process, amplified DNA via PCR (polymerase chain reaction), and performed DNA 
sequencing. Our expected results are 120 DNA sequences of approximately 200-300 bases each. 
We will perform phylogenetic analysis after sequencing to determine the genotypes present. 
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HISTORICAL TRENDS IN WATER TABLE FLUCTUATIONS AND CHEMICAL 
PROPERTIES IN THE SURFICIAL AQUIFER IN VALENCIA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO 
Cory Griego, Victor French, Dr. Michael Hobbs 
University of New Mexico – Valencia Campus, Los Lunas, NM 
Victor French, Kevin Hobbs (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 17 
 
The central Rio Grande Valley in Valencia County, New Mexico, is marked by shallow water 
tables (~1-5 m depth), flat topography dominated by agricultural use, and a complex system of 
acequias (irrigation canals) that distribute Rio Grande water out of the river and onto fields on 
the floodplain. These three factors, among others, can lead to rapid changes in surface aquifer 
conditions in this region. The focus of this project is to illustrate chemical and physical 
properties of the groundwater at two specific locations in Valencia County: Whitfield Wildlife 
Conservation Area, a former commercial dairy; and the University of New Mexico-Valencia 
campus, a substantial urban runoff area due to large parking lots and building footprints. Our 
study seeks to better understand the effects of land use on local aquifer properties; to include 
developing a partnership with the community for future research opportunities; and to understand 
the timing of effects of land use and management on our local groundwater. We are investigating 
the potential for analysis of microfauna existing in the wells. We have performed drawdown tests 
to determine the aquifers’ conductivity and permeability. Our work has included the chemical 
and physical monitoring of local wells, mathematical analysis of well hydrological data, and 
comparison to climate, weather, water depth history, and irrigation data. 
 
New York 
 
CORAL REEF RAPID DAMAGE ASSESSMENT IN THE PATH OF HURRICANES IRMA 
AND MARIA 
Morgan Anderson1, James Hewlett1, Marissa Hassevoort2, Brittany Holbrook3, Brooke Day2, Dr. 
Gregor Hodgson4, Arun Madisetti5 
1Finger Lakes Community College, Canandaigua, NY 2Muskegon Community College, 
Muskegon, MI 3Florida Keys Community College, Key West, FL 4Reef Check USA, Marina Del 
Rey, CA 5Reef Check Dominica, Dominican Republic 
James Hewlett (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 18 
 
Hurricanes Irma and Maria impacted large areas of the Caribbean, and it is believed that this 
impact included the coral reefs that were in the path of these massive storms. The reefs along the 
islands of St. Kitts and Nevis and Dominica were studied 5 months post hurricanes using three 
different types of surveys: Reef check, manta tow, and timed swims. The coral reefs surrounding 
St. Kitts and Nevis were not severely damaged because the hurricanes did not directly hit the 
island, yet species of gorgonians as well as branching corals remained as rubble. Dominica was 
directly in the path of Maria. Large patches of branching corals were destroyed at depths above 
45 feet, and many reefs contained excess amounts of fleshy macro algae which is indicative of 
poor reef quality. In Dominica, surveys were conducted on the leeward and southern fringes of 
the island. While every site showed evidence of damage caused by large trees and anthropogenic 
debris on top of coral structures, the relatively sheltered southern tip of the island was less 
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impacted. In both St. Kitts and Nevis, as well as Dominica, barrel sponges were toppled over 
leaving behind bare patches of reef substrate. Overall, damage was limited to shallow depths and 
to specific branching coral species and sponges.  
 
EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF TWO CAMERA TRAPS: EXPENSIVE VS. 
BUDGET MODELS 
Charlie Ippolito, Michaela Johnstone 
Finger Lakes Community College, Canandaigua, NY 
John Van Niel (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 19 
 
For decades, the camera trap has been an invaluable tool for the detection of wildlife activity. 
Camera traps, equipped with motion and infrared sensors, detect “heat in motion” within their 
range. The Reconyx brand camera trap is often used in research due to its reliability and 
effectiveness. We compared the Reconyx P900 model to a considerably less expensive camera, 
the Tasco 8MP, to determine if the latter could provide comparable data. We constructed four 
vertical platforms that could each hold a Reconyx and Tasco camera affixed to the platform, side 
by side. They would theoretically have the same field of view. Each camera pair was placed in 
one of a variety of different ecological settings. Using different attractants, each camera pair was 
designated to monitor either small, medium or large mammals. Over the course of four weeks, 
the cameras were monitored weekly and bait and lure were adjusted.  The quality of images, the 
quantity of detections, missed detections, and false triggers of each camera were compared. 
 
North Carolina 
 
THE EFFECT OF WATER VELOCITY ON THE GROWTH RATE OF A FRESHWATER 
SPONGE (EPHYDATIA MUELLERI) 
Hunter McKinney 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Joshua Mays (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 20 
 
Little is known regarding habitat diversity and geographic distribution of freshwater sponges. It 
is hypothesized that specific growth rates for freshwater sponges may be impacted by the water 
velocity in which they live. This research aims to provide specific growth rates for the freshwater 
sponge, Ephydatia muelleri, in a controlled environment and may be useful as a foundation for 
other research. Sponge gemmules were hatched and raised in three varying simulated water 
current velocities (low, medium, high) with n=3 per test condition over the course of 30 days. 
Individuals were observed every 48 hours and growth (body size) was measured via observation 
under a light microscope. Pictures of each individual were taken and uploaded into imageJ to 
quantify growth over time. These data may be important for developing a working model for 
better understanding how water velocity correlates to the growth rate of freshwater sponges. In 
conjunction with powerful geographical software (ArcGIS) a predictive model of possible 
habitats can aid researchers in identifying possible native home ranges and in locating existing 
sponges in their natural habitats. 
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THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE ON BRASSICA RAPA GROWTH 
Haley Minier, Anna Winkler 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Julie Wyatt (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 21 
 
Climate change is leading to an increase in average global temperatures. Many organisms —
especially some agricultural crops —struggle to adapt to the rate of temperature change caused 
by global warming. The purpose of this research is to identify how mustard plants (Brassica 
Rapa) respond to varying temperatures. Mustard seeds were germinated and grown across three 
test conditions (greenhouse, 20°C, 4°C) over the course of 21 days to simulate temperature 
change as a result of global warming. Measurements (time to germination, stem length, time to 
flower development, photosynthesis production and flower growth) were taken weekly. These 
data provide valuable information on how environmental conditions may have an impact on 
growth of an important agricultural crop. Future studies may be aimed at controlling other 
factors (humidity, daylight patterns, etc.) in conjunction with temperature to provide a more 
comprehensive management plan to help farmers increase yields. 
 
DECREASING PHOSPHATES AND MORTALITY 
Megan Mitchem 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Melissa Armstrong (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 22 
 
Hyperphosphatemia is a nearly inevitable consequence of End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD). 
When the filtering capacity of the kidneys have depleted they can no longer remove these 
phosphate molecules. High phosphate levels in the blood can lead to weak bones and hardened 
arteries resulting in serious medical conditions, including loss of limbs, depletion of organ 
function and even death. While low phosphorus diets and phosphate binders are good options, 
phosphorus is found in a large variety of foods and beverages, and binders carry a heavy pill 
burden and can be quite expensive. The focus of this research is to effectively remove 
phosphates from beverages prior to consumption without negatively altering the flavor.  

With the use of the HACH TNT 846 Phosphorus kit, many beverages were tested with varying 
accuracy due to coloring in the beverage itself. To eliminate this variable a phosphorus stock 
solution was produced using potassium phosphate mixed with deionized water, with a phosphate 
concentration of 102ppm. Concentration dilutions were completed using volumetric pipets and 
measured at 51ppm. This solution was comfortably within the HACH TNT 846 reference range.  

While using calcium carbonate it was apparent that pH had a huge effect on the amount of 
phosphates that could be removed. The continuing research however focuses on compounds that 
can adequately bind to phosphates at varying pH levels while in the body, and will be evaluated 
their effectiveness outside of the body through various filtration methods. 
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GROWING PLANTS WITH REFLECTED SUNLIGHT 
Kimberly Queen, Trystan Marlowe, Brian Matute 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Julie Wyatt (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 23 
 
The world population is increasing rapidly. Hunger is on the rise as well, making it a topic that 
needs attention. This experiment is to help provide information and data for the agricultural 
community to use in order to find more efficient design in growing plants. The experiment will 
show how plants, specifically Wisconsin fast plants, are affected by receiving sunlight reflected 
from mirrors rather than direct sunlight. It is hypothesized that plants receiving reflected sunlight 
will more efficiently or at a similar rate to those receiving reflected sunlight. The independent 
variables will be the types of light received by the plants: either direct sunlight or reflected 
sunlight. The dependent variable will be the success of the plants (light absorption, flowering, 
and growth). The experiment will be replicated with 12 plants in total, having 6 with direct light 
and 6 with reflected light. After 40 days of growth, the plants will be measured for light 
absorption, flowers, and height to determine success. If the plants with reflected light show 
greater light absorption, flowering, and/or height, the hypothesis will be accepted and farms may 
begin implementing new ways to grow crops that will increase the efficiency or success of 
growth. 
 
FREQUENCY EFFECTS ON BACTERIA 
Kyle Rhodes 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Cliff Grimsley (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 24 
 
The purpose of this experiment is to test if bacterial behavior and/or genetic code is able to be 
affected by specific bass frequencies. The hypothesis is if bacteria commonly found in the 
human ear canal are subjected to low frequencies, then bacterial mutations could occur, resulting 
in abnormal characteristics, such as polymorphic cell, antibiotic resistance, or higher growth rate. 
The structure of a low frequency wave has a large wavelength, resulting in a high energy level 
per period. With this high energy, these waves have the potential to affect simple prokaryotic 
organisms. The bacteria subjected to these frequencies were Staphylococcus epidermidis and 
Lactobacillus collected from the ear canal. The frequencies ranged between one-hundred and 
two-hundred hertz. To limit sound contamination, a controllable environment was constructed. 
Following the sound trials the bacteria were run through a series of tests assess the changes in 
behavior, structure, and genetic code. The results of this experiment could indicate that the 
bacteria found in the human ear canal are susceptible to mutation through sound frequencies 
causing unexpected traits. 
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ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE OVER TIME 
Nick Tallent, Matthew Moore, James Young 
Gaston College, Dallas, NC 
Susan Whittemore, Patricia Williams, Bill Burgin (Faculty Advisors) 
Display area: 25 

We created a database using experimental data from classroom experiments about antibiotic 
resistance found in wastewater samples. These experiments have been conducted by classes each 
year from 2015 to 2018. The purpose of the database is to see if there was an upward trend 
overtime in antibiotic resistance from two wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). For each trial 
in the experiment, samples were obtained from Crowders and Long Creek WWTPs and tested 
for antibiotic resistance. Serial dilutions were performed for concentrations of 10-1, 10-2, and 10-

3, and samples from each concentration were plated on petri dishes containing LB broth agar and 
incubated. Colonies were transferred to patch plates and incubated again. Finally, randomly 
chosen colonies from the patch plates were transferred to petri dishes with four antibiotic disks, 
including ampicillin, erythromycin, streptomycin, and tetracycline, on each. The bacteria were 
incubated for 18 hours at 37°C and the zones of inhibition were measured for all antibiotic disks. 
The zones of inhibition were compared to predetermined measurements to determine resistance 
to each antibiotic. Afterwards, 1492R and 27F primers were added in order to isolate the 16S 
rRNA gene of the microbe, and samples were amplified using PCR. Over 200 samples were sent 
to Yale University in order for the DNA to be sequenced and identified. The database was 
created using Microsoft Access and MySQL to input the data from multiple repeated trials over 
six semesters and estimate over 500 total samples. We expect the data to be hosted on the Gaston 
Website. 

Oregon 

EFFECTS OF URBANIZATION ON STREAM HEALTH 
Yuman Ng 
Portland Community College, Portland, OR 
Michelle Huss (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 26 

The water system in the Portland area has historically been unfiltered until the recent 
announcement of a 500-million-dollar filtration system at Bulls Run watershed, due to positive 
tests of Cryptosporidium. The City of Portland does not treat water run-off and urbanization of 
the Cosmopolitan Portland Area has increased rapidly over the last decade. Our research 
investigated the water quality in five streams and rivers located in Portland, Oregon. We 
measured dissolved O2, pH, Water hardness, and phosphate, and used additional quality data 
from city and state repositories. For a more complete understanding of this complex issue, we 
added data associated with benthic macroinvertebrates, commonly used as bio-indicators. During 
our field testing we encountered several confounding factors including non-riffle water ways 
with sediment and aeration issues from low water flow, lack of natural habitat from removal of 
floating river debris, invasive plant life such as Himalayan blackberry, and the numerous culverts 
or underground pipes that further restrict wildlife habitat. Many variables tested naturally 
fluctuate greatly both seasonally and weather variation. We also acknowledge the potential 
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reliability skew based on pesticide “spikes” caused by stormwater transport (Carpenter, 2016) 
and data from multiple sources. It is apparent that water quality is elusive and instead, we have 
general knowledge, based on the data, that habitat is greatly affected by urbanization. There are 
implications that water quality positively correlates with habitat alteration. Thus, urbanization in 
Portland is having and will have impacts on water quality now and in the future. 

Tennessee

ENUMERATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF LIVE BACTERIAL CULTURES 
ISOLATED FROM COMMERCIAL PROBIOTIC PRODUCTS 
Ximena Leon, Audra L. Bingham, Cecily G. Kelly 
Columbia State Community College, Columbia, TN 
Elvira R. Eivazova (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 27 

Fermented dairy products have been revered for their health benefits for centuries. These 
products contain probiotic “live bacterial cultures,” that ferment sugars in milk and produce 
lactic acid. Lactic bacteria live in the human colon symbiotically, providing many health benefits 
that include the boosting of the immune system, aiding digestion, fighting cancer and 
maintaining a healthy environment in the gut. Probiotics are increasingly used as an alternative 
to antibiotics in the treatment of antibiotics-associated intestinal dysbiosis. For probiotics to be 
beneficial, they must be consumed while active. The normal shelf life for modern probiotic 
yogurt tends to be longer than the bacteria in them can actually thrive, which raises the question - 
are these products as helpful as they claim? Here we enumerated and characterized live bacteria 
isolated from commercial probiotic products and evaluated the effects of the culture conditions 
on their metabolic activity. Based on our results, we conclude that there is only one type of 
bacteria that survived in our Kefir product and it is capable of forming spores. Knowing that 
none of the listed Kefir bacteria are spore forming, we propose that the spore forming lactic 
bacterium was added to the Kefir product to increase its stability, similar to Bacillus coagulance, 
described elsewhere.  The comparison of the carbohydrate metabolisms of different bacteria 
demonstrated the considerable advantage of probiotics, due to the absence of gas and their lower 
acid production. 

DNA BARCODING OF STRAWBERRY 
Megan B.  Mohundro, Amanda R. Smith, Ximena Leon, Maxwell C. Weinrub, Yaeli P. Martinez 
Columbia State Community College, Columbia, TN 
Elvira R. Eivazova (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 28 

A DNA barcode, or a short-standardized sequence that enables researchers to distinguish among 
many species, works the same way as the 12-number UPC identifies brands of flour or sugar. It 
is a useful technique for the molecular identification of organisms. This technique uses PCR to 
amplify a fragment of the gene of choice, which is then sequenced and compared to a database of 
known organisms. Plants represent a more complex barcoding problem than other eukaryotes, 
such as animals, because plant mitochondrial genome has a low nucleotide substitution rate. One 
of the genes commonly used for plant barcoding identification, is the gene rbcL.  It is a 
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chloroplast gene that codes for part of the key photosynthesis enzyme ribulose bisphosphate 
carboxylase (RuBisCo), which catalyzes the first step of carbon fixation. The gene rbcL is 
present in virtually all plant species. One locus of its DNA sequence is very variable between 
species, making it ideal for DNA barcoding. The analysis of over 10 000 rbcL sequences from 
GenBank demonstrates that this locus serves well as the core region, with sufficient variation to 
discriminate among species in approximately 85% of congeneric pair-wise comparisons.  
In our experiment, we used a set of standard primers to amplify the plant rcbL gene. We purified, 
analyzed, quantified and characterized DNA samples, and then conducted bioinformatics. 

BACTERIOPHAGES PROFILE IN SOIL DWELLING BACTERIA 
Ximena Leon, Gregory Tarleton-Markov, Megan B. Mohundro, Jenna R. St. Pierre, 
Amanda R. Smith, Maxwell C. Weinrub, Carter E. Woehlert 
Columbia State Community College, Columbia, TN 
Elvira R. Eivazova (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 29 

Bacteriophages, viruses that infect bacteria, are the most abundant organisms on the planet. The 
phage population is immense, at 10³¹ particles, with only around 3000 phages having been 
characterized genomically. Phages have been of interest to scientists because they can efficiently 
destroy bacteria, and therefore can be used for phage therapy. If the challenges to discovering 
and characterizing phages can be overcome, the advances that could be made possible in 
medicine and biotechnology are significant. We isolated and characterized a novel virus using a 
known host, the soil-dwelling bacterium Microbacterium foliorum. We isolated several viruses 
from environmental samples, purified them to an isolated pure virus population and then 
amplified the virus to increase the concentration of the viral phage particles. The isolated 
genomic DNA from the bacteriophage was purified, treated with restriction enzymes and 
characterized using gel electrophoresis. The viral samples were visualized using transmission 
electron microscopy. We observed various viral life cycles: the lytic life cycle where phages 
infect and rapidly kill their infected host cells, as well as the lysogenic life cycle where phages 
integrate into the host genome instead of directly killing their hosts. This type of temperate 
bacteriophage presents a challenge to study. Our future goal is to further explore the genetic 
composition of these isolated viruses by performing bioinformatics. 

Washington 

INVESTIGATING THE BIOGEOCHEMICAL INFLUENCE OF THE FRESHWATER 
PLUME IN A SALT WEDGE ESTUARY 
Ingrid Phillips 
Ocean Research College Academy at Everett Community College, Everett, WA 
Ardi Kveven (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 30 

In Possession Sound, a salt wedge estuary in Washington State, interactions Puget Sound and the 
Snohomish River create a dynamic estuarine environment. Students from the Ocean Research 
College Academy (ORCA), a dual enrollment program at Everett Community College, placed 
two Sea-Bird CTDs within the estuary to monitor water chemistry in this system. A grant from 
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the National Science Foundation (NSF-IUSE/GEOPATHS) supported eleven students to analyze 
CTD data from summer 2018 to increase their understanding of biogeochemical processes in the 
estuary and communicate their knowledge to the general public. Turbidity was selected as a 
primary parameter for this study. Data from the month of May were analyzed to investigate the 
river’s influence on the turbidity. Higher levels of turbidity correlated with peaks in freshwater 
input, indicated by low salinity values and river discharge data, and also had an inverse 
correlation with tide height. Additionally, the Sea-Bird probe closest to the river showed higher 
turbidity levels. This suggests that suspended material in the river influences turbidity based on 
proximity to the mouth of the river, tide height, and discharge. To investigate the extent of the 
influence of the Snohomish River on Possession Sound, students will manufacture a FLAMe 
sampler, which measures surface water chemistry while traveling on a research vessel, 
associating data with GPS points, to track the freshwater plume. These data will be used to 
examine the relationship between the plume, river discharge, and tidal patterns, as well as trends 
in water chemistry and biomass in the water column. 
 
BIOMECHANICAL COMPARISON OF LOWER EXTREMITY ACCELERATION AND 
FORCE GENERATION 
Cameron Siler, Nicole Rasor, Erika Simburger 
Edmonds Community College, Lynnwood, WA 
Robin Datta (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 31 
 
Studying the ground-strike force and acceleration of runners can provide information about gait, 
foot strike patterns, and can contribute to improved running efficiency. The anatomical 
differences of male and female runner’s lower extremities were compared biomechanically by 
using force and acceleration data with the observation of foot strike type. Acceleration data were 
collected at the ankle, knee, and hip of runners to understand the overall force distribution 
throughout the lower limbs better.  When comparing males and females, the force generated in 
the ankle is noticeably different. When looking at sprint versus distance pace, you can see a 
difference in force generated at the knee based on runner type. 
 
SHIFTING THE NEEDLE 
Bronwyn Sinclair 
Edmonds Community College, Lynnwood, WA 
Robin Datta (Faculty Advisor) 
Display area: 32 
 
“Shifting the Needle,” asks "Do film portrayals of an individual’s interactions with government 
impact audience attitudes towards and perceptions of government?" This pilot study replicates 
Glas and Taylor's methodology (“The Silver Screen and Authoritarianism," 2017) to explore the 
role of narrative framing and priming in activating and strengthening an audience's latent 
attitudes towards government. Three action films - “Enemy of the State” (1998, R), “The Pursuit 
of Happyness” (2006, PG-13), and “Independence Day” (1996, PG-13) - were selected because 
they are designed to be as broadly appealing as possible, and they contained politically charged 
themes and subtexts. A volunteer audience was recruited from Political Science and 
Communications classes at EdCC during the spring 2018 quarter. Research participants were 
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sorted into test groups and assigned to a film. Each participant took a pre-survey which 
established their baseline attitudes towards government. Once the film concluded participants 
took a post-survey that measured any attitudinal shifts. The data provisionally supports the 
hypothesis that movie portrayals do induce measurable change to an audience’s perception of the 
government, however, due to the small size of the pilot study audience, it is difficult to determine 
if the change is significant. A planned study will increase the sample size to establish 
significance.




